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Poverty Hill

Referendum on
Thursd~y and Friday
by John Samuelson
On the 4th and 5th of November the students at U,B, Law
School will be asked to vote in a referendum to decide whether
Sub Board I, Inc, should purchase the Poverty Hill property,
The reverendum is being conducted to indicate how the Law

School representative should vote on the proposition.
Sub Board I, Inc,
Sub Board I, •inc. is composed of 11 members, representing
the six student governments at the University of Buffalo. The
decision whether to purchase the property will be decided · by
the vote of lhese eleven members.
Sub Board I, Inc. is a student corporation which disperses
student funds for all University-wide activities which are beyond
the resources of any single student government. At present, the
Board receives most of its monies from the undergraduate
Student Association, with lesser amounts collected from the
Graduate Student Association, the Millard Fillmore College
Student A~ociation, the Medical and Dental Student Association,
and the Student Bar Association.

Law School Contribution
The present contribution to ·Sub Board I, Inc. from the Law
School is undecided at this point, but in past years the amount
has been S2.50 per student per semester for a total of about
$2500.00. For this law students receive full access to all
University activities and clubs, and all student publications, and
other benefits. Further, a portion of the money is returned
directly to the Law School to help finance The Opinion.
All other student governments allocate a much greatei
proportion pf their funds to Sub Board L Because of the
distance of the Law School from the Main Campus, it was felt
that it would be , unfair to assess law students on an equal basis
with other students since they would not be able to benefit as
greatly from Sub Board's activities,
·

Amount of fees involves
Presently then , the Poverty Hill purchase would involve a
very small amount of law students' fees. However, upon moving
to the Amherst Campus, it is probable that the Law School will
have to commit a much larger proportion of its fund s to Sub
Board I since the argument of proximity to the facilities would
must also be realized that the Poverty Hill project
be gone.
not only involves a purchase price of S 186,000,00 but also
maintenance and · development costs which will continue for
many years into the future. Therefore, although a decision to .
purchase the property would affect only a very small amount of
Law . Student fees for the next three years, after that time it
would most probablY involve much mo re.

,1

Issue
The issue, then, is whether the Law School should commit
itself to contribute to the purchase, maintenance, aqd
development of the Poverty Hill property, This decision should
be made with the realization that such funds as contributed
would not be available for other student projects, Although it is
difficult to determine now the extent of this commitment, it is
improbable that this would amount to more than 2 or 3% of
student fees collected,
For information about the Poverty Hill property, see Vol.
I2, No, 3 of The Opinion and recent issues of The Spectrum.
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Judge Charles Desmond discusses Appellate Practice before a large c~owd of students in Room 110.

Dist~~guis~ed Visitors Forum

Desmond on Appellate Practice
by Rosalie Stoll
"When I graduated from this
law school more than 50 years
ago. if someone had said, 'Now,
you take an appea l. ..,' I
wouldn' t have known what to
do." Judge Charles Desmond
emphasized the weakness of law
schools in familiarizing students
with Appellate procedures, In an
Oct. 21 le cture on Appellate
Brief Writing, sponsored by
Moot Court in conjunction with
the Speakers Bureau, Judge
Desmond attempted to give
students a brief familiarization
with the Appellate Court in New
York State and the methods of
praCticing in it.
About sixty students
attended and observed the
presentation to Judge Desmond
of honorary membership in the
"Order of the Barristers" by
Dick Evans of Moot Court.
"Order of the Barristers" is a
nationa l organization composed
of people who did outstanding
work on Moot Court during law
school.
Having · listened to over
I I,000 appeals while on the
bench, Judge Desmond is well
aware of the preparation that an
attorney 'must undertake in
order to overturn a lower level
decision. The first ·step in this
appeal consists of obtaining a
transcript of the trial. After this
record is procured , the
attorney's task becomes
subdivided into writing and
ftling a brief and the preparation
of an oral argument. One of the
difficultie, in appc:llat..,p,~cti~

If interested, students may
is that lawyers tend to believe
look at the records on appeal
these are almost the sane thing
which are on file in the Erie
and prepare an oral argument
which is a synopsis of the
Co un ty Court and test
appellants' briefs on the' basis of
printed brief, a very erroiteous
the rules outlined . It is also
position.
helpful that students interested
The most essential thing for a
ill practicing visit appeUate
lawyer to do is to familiarize
courts, the nearest of which is
himself with the record , reading
the Fourth Division in
it several times to get the sense
Rochester.
of the case, to begin preparing .a
lega l argument, and then to
The· second basis of appeal is
begin the assumption of a
the Qral argument. Since many ,
position. Next, a check must be
are heard in one afternoon in the
made for prior cases which bear
Appellate Division, it is easy to
out his position. Judge Desmond
incorrectly assume that judges
noted that there is a tendency
won't remember what is said.
among attorneys to start writing
However, an attorney who has
too soon and quoted Judge
trained himself to speak clearly,
Lombard of the Manhallan
effectively and directly will be
Appeals Court that only about
able to paint a picture of the
one of ten appeals is well
case. It is more superficial than
presented,
the written brief, and just
To rectify this , Judge
highlights certain points ,
Desmond presented a few rules
moreover, it is less formal. Judge
about writing. An attorney
Desmond noted that there is
should remember to make his
recently a great increase in
brief simple and clear since it
questions fro& the bench, An
will be read by very busy people.
allorney should be disappointed
After the brief is written, the
if he is not asked questions,
length of the sentences should
since this generally indicates that
be cut, since the goal is not a
he is not making himself clear to
literary gem, but rather a
the court and not discussing
convincing and persuasive
what the court thinks is
statement. One problem of
essential. The allomey should
young lawyers is that they tend
never show embarrassment,
t0 be too technical. However, an
rather he should expect it. He
attorney must be sure· to know
should answer each question I
and
use
rules about
asked honestly and directly.
form for the particular court.
Judge Desmond, who oerved
Since all decisions are made on
on the Court of Appeals for 26
facts, a successful attorney does
years,
will be teaching a third
not distort facts, but rather by
year seminar on Appellate
emphasisandskill states facts in a
Procedures during the Spring
way which will' incline the judge
·
in his favor :
· ·' 1 -· 1 • ' · ' .' • , .~mester, •
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'PresidelltS (;omer

Editorial

l'rnctlcc'n do not think that this student body can

by Malcolm L "1orrls

.C.eti {iet OrganizeJ
As has happened so many times before, once the
interest raised by elections has passed, the S.B.A. gets back
to business as usual, if that's what it can be called. One is
hard-pressed to understand the reasoning which prompts
the Board of Directors to ignore the basic fact that it is
going no place if it does not know what it is doing.
Certainly, no organization can function with any
effectiveness when there is-no leadership (except possibly
between 12 :30 and 1:30 on Fridays), no reports and
control over the progress of student-faculty committees,
no coordination of effort ·in any organised form ,on any
but the most pressing issues, no pooling of information
except on a "cat ch you in the lounge" basis, etc., etc. The
resulting individual deals, half-baked solutions, and sins of
omission which must result show clearly that the Board of
Directors is carefully trying not to disturb its well-earned
repurntion as a disorganized , inefficient, pathetic parody
of student government.
It is time that our elected representatives begin to
take the.ir positions more seriously and begin to function
as our spokesmen in the many areas where our needs are
being neglected. Admittedly, this means more effort, more
· time, more problems, But this is what we elected them for
and this is what they promised to do.
We took them at their word. We voted for change and
for leadership. We need their help, We need an effective
voice for the student body, We need it now.

~esource t:Allocation Crrors
Provost Schwartz is to be praised for his latent
resolution of the problem facing Seniors in regard to New
York Practice. It is a matter of some concern, however,
that a decision on this vital course was made at such a late
date, indeed that it might not have been made at all absent
an outcry from Seniors. While concurring with the Provosts
program to institute smaller classes for Freshman, we
question his timing, At a period when the upper division
students have become more numerous and the number of
first year studentslat EagleStreet has·remained the same, it
would seem an error in resource allocation to increase ihe
number of professors teaching first year courses when
upper division courses become either grossly overcrowded
or unavailable as a consequence. It would seem Further to
be an error in resource allocation , or an intentional
non-recognition of the professional aspirations of the
Seniors, and other classes as well , if in view of the latent
institution of an ad hoc New York Practice course those
Seniors who wish to take Trial Technique, offered on
SaturJays, will be barred from taking New York Practice,
and vice-versa. It is granted that incoming law students
have different goals in studying law than their predecessors
· in many cases. We submit, however, that the Law School
still has a committment to provide adequate preparation
for professional work in law for those who wish to take
thai route, To give emphasis to peripheral fields of study
when students are unable because of professorial
assignments to take courses adequate to prepare them for a
professional career and the bar exam is an error.

0

Over the past three weeks I have seen why the
S.B.A. can, at times, be very inept. It seems that
some

directors

are

more

concerned

with

politicking for the "sake of politicking" than they
are for seeing worthwhile programs presented to

the student body. I think some students would
find it quite amusing if they were to seek out their
representatives and ask them how they voted on
certain motions and their comments about them.
It is quite distressing that a group of only 23
people, representing only 600 people, cannot put
personal politics aside, cannot refrain from the use

of condescending remarks and/or subtle "digs"
and move together as a group to accompl.i sh that
which we desire.
.Jt has become increasingly clear that only as a
solid group can we obtain what we want. I cite as a
prime example the present controversy over the
New York Practice course. Only after the
submission of a petition signed by a large majority
of the senior class did we get any action or
feedback. I co mmend Provost Schwartz's actions
of the past week in his efforts to have this course

offered, Although I personally do not favor the
type of course which is being offered, nor the
reasons for the unavailability of ce rtain professors
for the ofference of a "normal" course, I cannot
chide, but can only laud the good-faith concern
expressed by the Provost and the action he took in
the matter. However, the fact that there will now
be some type of N .Y. Practice course offering does
not ease my conscience on this matter. Rather I
direct my concern to the nub of the matter.

Specifically, how can this school, namely the
faculty in charge of programming, honestly believe

afford to sit back now and say, WeU, we're going
to gel N.Y. Practice." Rather it must muster its
forces together, and acting together as one group
insure that I) something like this never re-occurs
and 2) course offerings are based on what the
students need and want, not on the whims of the
faculty and/or administration.

Despite these concerns the S.B.A., I am happy
to say I has been moving toward the elimination of

some other problems, There has been created the
Legal Research Committee, the function of which
will be to delve into the legal ramifi.cations of .
programs such as - an-S.8.A.-operated bookstore,
credit for clerking and lower prices in the lounge. I

feel that if this committee gets the proper support,
it will prove itself to be the most important
committee ever created by the S.B.A. I am
presently trying to seat freshmen and juniors on
this committee who are willing to expend some
time that will prove to be educational, as well as

beneficial to the school. Hopefully I will be able to
appoint a senior as chairman, This person would in
effect be the "captain of the team" whose
experience would expedite matters. Despite the
fact that this committee is not operative as of yet ,
inroads are being made for our take-over of the
bookstore. There is presently in operation a team
that is looking into the practical aspects of such a
move. I feel that next term we will have , as I
promised, at least ~ee or four courses for which

the S.BA will be offering books at lower than
bookstore prices.
The response . to

my

pleas for student

the bar, graduates who will be able to capably

feedback has been fairly good, but I cannot say
that I am overwhehned ,
If there is anything that you would like the
S.BA to consider please see me personally or

represent clients (that is o ur ambition , is it not? )
without offering vital courses such as N.Y.

leave a note for me in the office. I am expecting to
hear from s,you !

that it can produce graduates capable of passing
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Letters To The Editor
$molting in Clau
To the Editor:
Several class.rooms are without mechanical
ventilation, and open windows permit
distraction and discomfort to tho,e clo,e to
them. The nonsmoker, the asthmatic, the
allergic, and the annoyed, are thus without
defense against the pervasive by41>roduct of
~ose who are unable to control their habits for
the normally short duration of the confmement
to this limited rHOurce environment. It ICCIDI
that many people's rights to clean air ue

violated

when the smoker ,eeks penon.al

gratification (or whatever) in the claaroom.
I urge anok.en to confine . their unhealthy
practices to the unconfined atmosphere of West
Eagle

St.Jee! or to

thote

portions of the

building where mechanical ventilation relieves
others of enforced subjection to offensive
smoke.
Enlightened setf-deniaJ may bar the return
of the administrative edict in an already highly
regulated environment.
Lawrence E. Kirwin

To the Editor:
Why are letters to the editor always so

lengthy?
Sincerely yours,
Gary W, Masli~e

Editor•, note: You will observe
lituation luz, been remedied.

that

thl1

Opinion PraiuJ
To the Editor:
With each issue of the Opinion published
(I've just finished readin& V. 12, No. 3) I am
mcreaslnaty impressed by its hiah quality. It
really Is aood to get this kind of , lively,
comprehensive and, sometimes, galvanic view of
what's happening in the Law School. I hope
that you plan to keep up the aood work.
Voun aincerely,

Paul Goldstein
A,ssociate Profeisor of Law
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Student Judiciary, Stipends Discussed
by Michael Montgomery

REPORT OF OFFICERS
The SBA meeting of 22 October was
prefaced by a report of the officers,

President Morris commencing with a brief
ouUine of the proposals for New York
Practice as suggested by Provost
Schwartz. His initial comment was that if
the stUdents want a particular course or
something·else of importance, they would
do well to start attaining their goals about
two semesters before the need would
arise in order to get what they wanted. In
summary, the proposal is that Seniors will
be able to take either Professor Segal for
4 hours on Saturdays beginning October
30, or a repeat of that material by
Professor Hom burger and an associate on
the same day and time for the first half of
the second semester, · followed by a
presentation of the second half of the
material in the latter part of the spring
semester by Professor Segal. Morris
commented that there was very poor
attendance at the meeting at which
Provost Schwartz discussed this proposal,
due to equally poor notification, and that
he would attempt to bring the Provost
back for another discussion of this
important question with all Seniors and
any other interested s1u1l.ents. I st Vice
President Fdrrell noted that his
impression of the meeting with Schwartz
was that, in the opinion of the Provost,
Segal was so eminent in the field of New
York Procedure that the Seltiois Ought tb
jump at the chance.

the Law Students Civil Rights Research
Council.

STUDENT JUDICIARY PROPOSAL
u,e Ginsburg, who was involved in the
formulation of this proposition for a
University wide Student Judiciary,
suggested that the SBA not join with the
Main Campus in approving such a 'body.
He observed that we have never needed a

UP IN SMOKE

Fried

a-resident Morris weilds the
gaval at Friday's SBA meeting.

1

INTERNATIONAL LEGAL CLUB
George Reidel brought up the
Constitution of this new ·organization for
consideration by the body. This Club
proposes to act in conj unction with the
International Legal Studies Committee to
organize moot court competition in
International Law, coordinate the
pl'eviously announced visit to this school
of Belgian law studen/s and faculty , and
prepare plans to send UB Law Students
abroad to study in Belgium and
Strasbourg. The constitution was passed
on a motion ~y John Blair.
Another new organization which plans
to submit a constitution for approv81 is

s.tudent judiciary at Eagle Street, and
rather that become open to the kind of
political pressure which the Student
Judiciary on the Main Campus is subject
to , the SBA should implement the
provisions for a judiciary ·presently
embodied in its own constitution if the
need for ·one should arise. Ginsburg
further noted that a probable reason for
the submission of this proposal to the
SBA was to use an approval by the
students of the Law School to sell the
- idea to the other student governments on
the Main Campus. the proposal was
defeated after a motion for vote by Mike
Montgomery.

LARRY WENGER AS LIBRARIAN
John Blair brought up the fact that ·
Mr. Wenger is coming before the Faculty
as a replacement in the post of Libraria_n

SBA Change Suggested
by Michael L. Montgomery

ELECTION COMMITTEE
The I 5 October meeting of the SBA
was begun with a consideration of
replacing Richard Weinberg and John
Blair on the Election Committee,
Treasurer Weinberg and Director Blair
having submitted their resignations.
Senior Jeff Sommer was elected as
Chairman of this committee and given the
immediate task of setting up the election
of stu,dent members on the
Fa~ulty-Student Relations Board.

· U!GAL RESEARCH COMMITTEE
The establishment of the committee,
whose function would be to research the
legal aspects of three problem areas:
credit for clerkship, the feasibility of a

for Mr. Mostecky. Blair suggested that the
SBA support his appointment because he
has been readily accessible and most
helpful to students in their re84'arches. A
motion was passed on the record for
submission to the Joint Faculty-Student
Appointments Committee favoring Mr.
Wenger's permanent appointment to the
positions of Law Librarian and Associate
Professor.

Bookstore run by the SBA, and the
return of vending machine profits to the
SBA was introduced- by Mark Farrell.
This committee would report directly to
the President and be under pressure from
him for results. The proposal was passed
unanimously.

SBA COMMITTEES
Lee Ginsburg made a motion for the
formation of a committee to select
candidates for SBA committees from
names on a posted list. Composed of the
President, the Isl Vice President, Shelley
Gould, Sally Mendola,' and Aldridge
Willis, this committee will preside over a
meeting of all candidates and arrive at
three choices per Open position for
Submission to vote by the SBA. This
proposal was accepted after an initial
objection to the pr~sence of three Seniors

A second issue brought up by Blair
was that of smoking in the classrooms.
Noting the overcrowded and
underventilated conditions prevailing in
most classrooms, he likened the present
situation to the blue and noxious fog of
the political party caucas stereotype.
Blair voiced a fe lt need to show some
consideration for non-smokers in view of
the availability of lounges and hallways
for that purpose. An obse rvation from
the floor was made to the effect that the
SBA has Uttle power to enforce such a
ruling, with a suggestion that such an
announcement be put to the classroom
professors for consideration. A motion to
this effect was defeated on a tie-breaking
vote by President Morris.

STIPEND ISSUE

Treasurer Weinberg talked about the
submission by . some organizations,
notably the OPINION, of requests for
stipends for certain positions and
wished that the SBA come up with
some guidelines for the Budget
Committee on this major issue. In
making quidelines, .Weinberg•, shied that
the SBA shou ld consider ·not just the
OPINION, but people working in all
other •student o rganizatioils who put in
a lot of time. Judy Kampf an9 u,e
Ginsburg suggested that there was no
rationale for paying students for their
voluntary participation in student
activities. Ginsberg pointed out the
acute budgetary problems facing the
SBA and suggested that stipends would
cut the budgets of other organizations
below their basic needs for operation.

by PrQvost
on the committee.

STUDENT JUDICIARY
Lee Ginsburg instituted discussion of
the proposed University wide Student
Judiciary which would be used for
non-academic a nd minor
criminal offenses. It was noted that
there was no way to prevent a plaintiff,
unsuccessful in the student court, from
going dov town and pressing the same
charges in a regular court of law.

REFORMATION OF THE SBA
Provost Schwartz addressed the
Student Bar Association asking the
Directors to formulate a policy for its
structural reformation. Mr. Schwartz
proposed that each committee presently
extent justify its existence by means of a

Bill Buscaglia noted that, in the case of
the OPINION, there was the possibility
that stipends could be covered by
advertising income, and that the
newspaper offered unique services to
the students at large and served as a
useful public relations organ.
Reed Cosper and · Mike Place
suggested that the Administration
provide stipends to positions in various
o rg anizations in the form of
scholarships or tuition refunds. This
was seen as the best place to go.
although the probability of success was
poor, because the Administration
received value out of student
organ izations and should assume some
of the responsibilities for easing their
burdens. Gene Goffin expressed a fear
of . cooption if the source of such
support was to be the Administration,
through pressure of various sorts. Mark
Farrell stated that the SBA was the
only student body in the University
which did not afford stipends of some
sort to positions in certain student
ac tivities. Tom Brett suggested, in the
case of the OPINION, that without
such support there might be a little
incentive for people to put in the time
away from studies in putting out a
good quality newspaper which serves
the student body as a whole. A motion
by Judy Kampf was made that no
stipends be given out for any purpose.
A friendly amendment was made by
Reed Cosper that certain jobs in the
:Student Government require so much
work that they need to be funded by
the Administration. This amendment
was retracted, and the motion was
tabled for further discussion after a
10-IO vote with one abstention.

FUTURE USE OF EAGLE STREET
It was brought to the attention of the
SBA that Professor Rickert wanted an
indication frdm the student organizations
pertaining to the disposition of the Eagle
Street building to the Erie County Bar
Association when the Law School moves
to the Amherst Cafnpus, with a view to
determining how much space they wish
to retain downtown after the move . The
Bar Association wishes to use the building
as a site for a Law Center.

Schwartz
jurisdictional statement of change. He
further suggested that presentations be
made in writing to the Faculty as a
whole, and be circulated in advance with
an attached memorandum. The purpose
of such a change was to enable each
committee to work more efficiently
towards its stated goals. ·
Provost Schwartz considered it
difficult for students to participate due to
an absence in the process of a feeling for
student votes. He declined however, to
answer a pointed question directed at
what policies he thought students were
qualified to · determine. The Provost
outlined the task as follows:
I) Operate a pro tern system - work
within the present committees
distinguishing activities which could be
used in the new system.
2) Adopt a new SBA constitution in
the spring.
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by OTTO MATSCH
SO YOU THINK YOU WANT TO BE A LIBERAL?
Due to an inadvertant mixup at the mortuary ,
medical students at the University of Roxard last week
dissected the body o f John Kenneth Maynard Wimpy ,
the nation 's Original Liberal, while the body of Henry
(last name unknown), an unrepentant wino, was laid to
rest in the Wimpy crypt. Before the error was discovered
the damage had been done . Wimpy's body had been
desecrated , and it was left to the university authorities
to pick up the pieces. But by one of those strange twists
of fate the error was a blessing in disguise, for the two
students assigned to the head made a valuable discove ry .
Seeking to dissect the brain the students opened the
skuU and searched the cranal cavity. There, amidst the
cobwebs, feathers and dessicated seaweed they found
the mystica l secrets of Liberalism inscribed on two small
lead tablets encrusted on the floor of the skull. One read
"ELITISt,1," the other, "EMPATHY."

The meanings of the sacred tablets can probably
best be understood from a close reading of Wimpy's
many books, especially So You Want to be a Liberal?
and Keeping Up With Today's Issue, in which the dogma
that Liberalism still adheres to was laid down by Wimpy.
Part of th e Liberal dogma is the Principle of Elitism. The
Principle st resses that Libe ralism is for the elite, those
naturally e ndowed with wisdom, courage, virtue ,
savoir•faire , viability, compassion, relevance, beauty,
table manners, artistry and the ability to substit ute
emotion for mere reason. It is for the elite to lead the
masses to their manifest destiny , to sy mpathize with the
hoi•polloi while remaining aloof, and in so doing advance
the cu ltural flowering of the nation while remaining
firmly in charge.

THE CHIC TEST
Another o f Wimpy's developments was the Principle
of Empathy. Wimpy often described his two principles
as "theory and practice." Empathy, wrote Wimpy , is the
way a true Liberal solves a problem. His general formula
is as fo llows: isolate a problem, then confuse the issue;
sym pathize with any and all proletarians and plebes
involved , if none can be found then the problem does
not exist ; app ly Sociology IOI and identify and
interrelate all socio-econo-politoco interest groups,
correlate the resulting point•source interface analog and
issue a compassionate report ~ add one zillion dollars of
federal fundinB; and emote the solution. If the problem

persists then add another ziJJion and einote the solution
again. Wim•py deHghted in pointing o ut that although hjs
process did not make any ..sense" by any such
old-fashioned. and outmoded standards as mere reason, it

was not intended to. The formula elevated emotion
above reason to arrive at a truly viable solution. The
formula was a guideline for the Liberal to use his finer
instincts and emotions to solve the problem in a truly
creative manner.
Another of Wimpy's major contributions was the
.. chic test," used by Liberals to determine which of the
many crucial and heart-rending issues were relevant
enough to merit their valuable ti.me in emoting a
soluiton. The ..chic test" was one of Wimpy's last
discoveries. It was not until the late l960•s that the
problem of proliferating issues had grown Jo the extent
that Liberals could not keep up with all of them and had
to concentrate on the most relevant ones. The "chic
test" was very simple. The Liberals simply tuned in to
their own impulses. Those issues which appealed most to
their finer instincts were delcared the most "chict and
were pursued the most st renuously, but still gracefully.
Those Liberals torn between conflicting desires to emote
followed the lead of the hyper•Liberals, the ~eautiful
people, the elite of the elite. Because o f Liberal control
over most of the mass media the forces of Liberalism,
scattered as they are across the nation, were readily able
to follow the rapidly changing faShions in relevancy
emmitting from Liberalism's twin capital cities, New
York and Washington. By the early 1970's the "chic"'
issues were changing so fast that it was often difficult to
tell which were fashionable and which were already
passe. At the time o f Wimpy 's demise this month the
four most relevant concerns were, in descending order,
(I) , amnesty for poli tically motivated terrorists,
murderers, rapists, and bombers; (2) the admission of
Red China into,and the expulsion of the Republic of
China fro m the UN , both moves for the purpose of
making the UN an effective world organization via
universal membership ; (3) the barring of the FBI , police
and other fascistic agencies from planting informers in
progressive, peace•loving organizations such as the
Comm unist Party , Black Panthers, SOS and Ku Klux
Klan; (4) repeal of the Law of Gravity on grounds that it
is arbitrary , unfair to whales, whim sical, an abuse of
authority and a real downer.

ISSUE NYMPHOMANIA
Even in this best of all Liberal wo rld s things are not
perfect. Not all of society has accepted its proper place
in the herd . There are still numbers of degenerate ,
arrogant, selfish social parasites who have the unc.outh
manners to actually - ca n you stand it? - dissent from
Liberal dogma. Unreformed revisionists those few that
can even write, have scrawled semi·illiterate tracts
challenging Liberalism's basic tenets. Some ludicrouslv

assert that Liberal solutions do not work and usualti,
even aggravate the situation. Others have written that
Liberals have no reason (ugh, that awful word again) to
se t themselves up as an elitist clique, that indeed, many
Liberals are over-emotional, vapid, narrow minded,
inartistic, have poor table manners and are generally
irrelevant. It just shows how ill bred and low-born these
self-anointed critics are. Recently this idiotic criticism
has decayed to ignorant grousing. One of the
moral-barbarians has actually ridiculed the sainted "chic
test!" He claiffis that the Liberals who use it, which is all
of them, are witless and insecure (gads, what crust),
pandering to leftist pressures and causes. He denigrates
the elite of Liberalism , the true leaders, the trend setters,
the Light of the Future, and calls them radical chic."
Verbal depravity, that's w~at it is. And as if that's not
enough another clown has joined the low-brow circus of
carping by denouncing the manner in which Liberals
stay relevant by clutching the latest issues to their
breasts and discarding the old ones, scoffingly calling it
- brace yourselves - .. issue nymphomania," These
illiberal savages are crazy!
0

"I'D RATHER BE NUTS"
In fa ct, that's just what Wimpy told one before his
fatal heart attack killed Wimpy and removed a major
source of enlightenment from the world. During the
question and answer period following a speech to the
typical, adoring college audience, a degenerate barbarian
rose to his hind legs and launched into a slavering tirade ,
en umerating the hackneyed , reactionary attacks on
Liberalism mentioned above. Wimpy looked at the
young man, felt •compassion and sympathy for him, and
told him he was nuts . But then, according to the taped
transcript (tapes of all of Wimpy 's wonderful speeches
are preserved in the National Archives,) the beast replied
that he admitted that by Wirnpy's standards he was
indeed paranoid and in need of psychoanalysis by a
whole battery of shrinks, but that " .. .if a return to ·
sanity means becoming a wimpering, limp•wristed ,
radically chic issue numphom~niac, then hell , I'd rather
be nuts."
The lecture hall was silent. Old Wimpy stood there a
moment, aghast, then keeled over. We can only surmise
that he lost his sympathy for the uncouth renegade, and
when his heart realized what an un-Liberal thing that
was , it just stopped pumping Wimpy's blue sludge
through his imperial veins.
No one will ever be able to ' fill Wimpy's shoes, but
we will all endeavor to live lip to the example he set in
the continuing fight against the forces of Darkness.

NEWS
BRIEFS
New York Practice

C01rse Preterence Survey

On Saturday, October 30, David Siegel , commentator fo~

McKinney's PLI , began teaching New York Practice (4 credit
hours} to seniors. Mr. Siegel, a professor at St. Johns and
Albany Law Schools, will offer the course each Saiurday for
four hours.
Professors Homburger and Marx will teach the same material
during the first quarter of the sec0nd seme ster. Mr. SiegCI will
return during the second quarter of , the spring semester to offer

the second half of the course. No student is precluded from
taking all three sections, rather I he is encouraged to do so.

Times for Gratuitous Transfers and Trial Technique will be
changed to accomodate this course.

Sundram O.osen fo, Oerkship
Clarence Sundram , a Senior at the U.B.Law School, has
been chosen to take part in the ''Student Law Clerkship
Program." Mr . . Sundram will serve as a student law clerk for
CCJunty Judge Joseph S. Mattina .
The program, which was begun last year through the efforts
of Judge Mattina and Professor Herman Schwartz, is an attempt

to enable students to see from the inside how the "system"
runs, and to aUow them to take part in a constructive way.
For his participation in the program Mr. Sundram will
, receive not only experience but also academic credit.

Wage Price Freeze and the Bookstore

Mary Lou Palesh, benign propiietrix of the Eagle Street
branch of the Bookstore, ha s managed to trace down those

books whose price range instigated by the publisher violated
President Nixon's wage-price freeze. Little , Brown appears to be

the foremost offender. Any one who purchased the books with
more than mually offensive prices• should see Mary Lou about a
. refund - all one has to bring in is a copy of the bookpurchased this semester., it being most unlikely that the average
student remembered to keep his receipt. Improperly · priced
books are as follows:
CONFLICTS
Prompton and Cu.rrie $.50 refund on Sl6 charged
ADMIN. LAW
Jaffe
$1.00 refund on SIS charged·
FAMILY I.A:W
F0<>te and Levy $1.00 refund on SIS charged
LAND OWNE_RSHIP
Berger
$1.00 refund on SIS charged
AND USE
Another capitaUst ripoff is foiled.

A ~ecent survey indicates the following sampling of students interested in taking selected courses in

the sprmg:

NO

COURSE

SR.

JR.

Family Law
Federal Jurisdiction
Government Lit. Clinic
Gratuitous Transfers
Insurance
Labor Law
Legal Aid Clinic
Appellate Practice
Collective Bargaining

22

34

~~~~\~~slional Law
Corporations
Criminal Procedure
Evidence
Adv. Criminal Procedure
Int. UN Dem.
Human Rights
Juvenile Courts
School Law
Tax Policy
Legal Economics
N.Y. Practice
Sales

~

4
63
26
28
2I
33
14
54
1
26
30
6
19
6
6
13

~

Trade Reg.
Trial Techniques
Social Legislation

9
112
69
20
79
2

J'ax(b)

6

~2
60
26
22
24
I9
I2
57
3
-~
85'
113
45
~
7
15
19
I
O
11
3o
65
17
9
14
52

.

_

,il'i1;~

CLASS
LISTED

TOTA ~

7_
2

63
19

~

6
3
4
4
7
6
9
6
7
11
4
3
1
1
6
2
2
2
I8
12
I
1O
0
5

,''

1

~ (limit i S)
1 9

5

55

54
49 (limit 15)
59
32
120
40
118 (2 sections)
I 54 (2 sections)
55

:~
14
34
23 (limit 15)
20
22
160 (2 sections)
146
8
3
98 (limit 48)
16
63

.
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National ComP-etition

Moot Court to Compe_te
by Rosalie Stoll

military can offer.a fair trial due to its involvement

November 19th and 20th, three members of the
U.B. Moot Court team will compete in the
National Moot Court Competition in Syracuse. ·
Richard Steiner, Dave Kline and John Blair will
r~present U.B. in the regional comi,etition, which
includes all competing law schools in upstate New
York and New England. Winning teams in each
r~gion will go to New York .City for the finals , to
be held after Thanksgiving.
The problem case itself is similar to the Calley
case. It is concerned with the scope of review by
the Federal District Court on a habeus corpus
proceeding of a military decision which had
received extensive pie-trial publicity. Issues
include the influence . of commanding officers;
defense of superior orders, and whether the

in Viet Nam'.
The teams preparation includes the writing Or a
brief and the presentation of an oral argument.
Although the U.B. Moot Court team wili be taking
the side of the petitioner, in oral competUion it
-may be asked to switch sides.
The most important phase of the competition
deals with oral performance before a pana) of
judges - the ability of the team to think on its
feet.
Last year in the competition, the team did
quite weU, winning all award for best brief
region.Uy .
This is the first of three competitions. Later
this year, U.B. will host the Niagara International ·
Competition. The Moot Court team will also
compete in the Jessup Competiti'an in March .

•

November

1n

Participants in the upcoming competition in Syracuse. ;;~i;;,u
left: John Blair, David Klein, and Richard Steiner.

Stimulus -ResP-onse

The Administration and New York Practice
by Michael L. Montgomery

David Segal, the Commentator on New York
Procedure and an instructor at PLI in New
York. · P,esently working part-tirrie at St. John's,
Professor Segal wiU be working full-time at
Albany and part-time at PU next semester, but
could be available in the latter half of this
semester, starting Ociober 29, and in the latter
half of next semester to teach on Saturdays for
four ho
The Provost suggested the following
alternatives, with the caveat that while he
hoped to offer as good a course with as
adequate ' coverage as possible, such solutions
were tentative and living in the rea lm of the
possible, rather than established plans.
I). A four credit course taught exclusively
by Professor Segal on twin 2 hour sessions on
. Saturdays: ttie c~urse to be split between the
latter moieties of ·each ~rnester. He felt
confident of finding' a way around the ·c"iiurt of
Appeals maximum · of 15 hours per semester,
probably by deferring any credit until the
second seJJ)ester as
means of allowing those
students presently carrying IS hours to start the
course this semester without being forced to
drop a course they are presently taking. Mr.
Schwartz remarked that this method could put
a serious burden on students desirous of taking
this · course who already have a heavy work.load
without 4 extra class hours· on Saturdays, both
because ·of present ~ours carried and because of.
work committmentS.
2). The second alternative is as of this
µ1eeting undiscussed with the prindpl~
characters involved. The . suggestion is that
.Professor Segal come and teach· the first half of
his present_ation to those Seniors who can
manage to . take the course in the last half of
this semester. Sitting in on these lectures would
be Professor Hombilrger and a newcomer to the
faculty, Professor Stephen Marks (scheduled to
teach a course on the ·Selective Service Svstem .

A few weeks ago tangible concern had been
fostered in the Senior Class in .regard to the
very real possibility that New York Practice
would either not be taught next selTiester, or
would be offered with only a limited
enrollment. To be shut out of one of the most
vital courses offered in this school would be,
for many seniors intending to practice in New
York State, a firial blow comparable to Sedan
in an · already disaster fraught semester. As a
result, a petition was circulated among this
year 's Seniors which proposed in rather
mandatory terms that New York Practice be
open to every Seni<_>r desirous of taking it,
under the tutelage of Professor Homburger.
Stimulus respo.nse. Pfovost ---Richard
Schwartz met with about 45 Seniors on 20
oetober for a discussion , held at rather short
riotice, of his own view of the Situation and
the alternative proposals for solution that he
had been able to arrive at.
Provost Schwartz prefaced his proposals
'with a survey of the situation as it now exists:
Of the 180 Seniors predicted to graduate in
June , none have been allowed to take New·
York Practice this semester beca·use· preference
was given to January graduates ·only. Very few
(12) were admitted to the course when it was
offered last spring because last year's Senior
Class was given prefererice. The speaker
observed that since there will be some students
who plan to practice outside the borders of this
state not everyone will wish to take the course,
but a good estimate might be ISO. Mr. Schwartz
outlined the field of his research, noting that
Professor Hamburger and a number of
practitioners in the Buffalo and New York
Areas had advised him that there were three
top-notch people in the field presently in the
state . One of these individuals is Professor ..

Local · ChaP-ter Formed. ·

and familiar with the field of computers).
Messers Hamburger and Marks would then give
as faithful a rendition as possible of Segal's
initial effort for the winter months of the '72
semester, to be followed in the latter half by
Professor Segal who would finish off his course
with -students who had taken either of the
ihitial sessions, (or both). Thus those Seniors
whose scheduled load precluded them from
taking Segal I this semester could take the
identical course from Homburger and his
associate next semester, bringing their studies to
fruition with Segal II in the waning months of
that semester.
In keeping the proposed offering open qnly
to Seniors , the new Provost promised
independent arrangements for juniors in the .
next school year, commenting that the Seniors
have suffered in a period of transition.
Succintly put, Provost Schwartz said that
the Senior Class would be crazy not to jump at
the opportunity to study under the direction of
Professor Segal, even on so disjointed a basis.
In response to queries from the audience as
to why there was no full time New York
Practice Professor as there had been in previous
years, Mr. Schwartz's had as its basis that he
had wanted to get the best, but men of such
calibre were not available on a full time basis.
The only alternatives, outside of the
arrangement with Segal previously suggested,
would be to import a part-time practitioner
from the Buffalo area, or use a member of the
faculty. He observed that it was . hard to find
men of Segal's calibre in that field, Professor
Hamburger being foe obvious choice, bUt he is
already scheduled to teach CivU Procedure A in
the spring semester. This commitment to give
the more competent faculty to the required
courses , was instituted as an effort to still the
(continued on page 12)
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·The National Lawyer's G·uild
by, Rachel MueUer
'"The National Lawyers
Guild is an . association of
lawyers . and law students·. ..which fates squarely the need
for radical change . in the
structtfre of our political and
econ0rnic system. Recognizing
the faet that the legal system
under which we live is the
creation of our society, we seek
to cJtange that society -so that it
will more adequate\y meet the
needs of its people .. .
. "Thia, of course, means the
development of our skills in the
courtroom, but more than that,
it means the Utilization and
development of our skills in the
large arena outside the
courtroom - in the analysis of

political antl legal problems, in
the development · of. legal
doctrine to support radical
activities, and in the exercise of
our professional skills wherever
legal issueS m~ be relevant."
(Quoted from Pl'ogram of the
National Lawyers Guild adopted
at. the Guild national
convention, July 1968.)
The National Lawyer, Guild
has be.en · backing up that
statement with programs and
aCtivity for over thirty years.
During the I 930's and I 940's
Guild members drafted ,
litigated, and administered much
of the more progressive New
Deal legislation. In addition, the
Guild and its members fought
for the rights of labor to
oraanize and were deeply

involved in the development of
the CIO. Guild members were
also active in civil rights issues
and in cases concerning the
rights of the poor. In the 1950's
the Guild was in the forefront of
the struggle against McCarthyite
repression. The Guild and Guild
lawyers achieved major victories
on behalf of the rights of
association and freedom of
speech and •thought. While other
professional associations artd
persons remained silent, the
Guild and Guild ,lawyers fought.
In the early I 960's the
Guild opened tho first bar
association office providing legal
representation to the southern
civil rights movement. The Guild
has consistenUy raised issues and
cases challensing the legality of

the War on Vietnam and has
expressed its opposition to that
war. Guild lawyers pioneered the
development of broad legal
expertise in the areas of
Selective Service and Military
law, anticipating the draft
resistance and GI movements.
The Guild National Office,
Chapters and Regional Offices
have provided or sparked
organized mass 1Cga1 defense in '
the Colurribi_a University student
strike, the Ocean~Hill
B rownsvilJe arrests, the San
Francisco and Valley State
coUege strikesj in Welfare R.iahts .
and high school demonstrations; ~
at the Pentagon, the 1968
Chicago Conventioil, the
Peoples• Park and many other
confrontations.

Guild lawyers have also
participated in nearly all the
critical political trials of recent
years , representing Huey
Newton, Reies Tijerina, Eldridge
Cleaver, H. Rap Brown,
Benjamin Spock, Angela Davis,
Bobby Seale, Erika Huggins,
Leslie Bacon, the Soledad
Brolhers, the Oakland 7, the
Chicago 8, the Fort Hood 3, the
Preside 27, the Panther 21 1 the
Milwaukee 14, Los Siete de la
Rasa - tonamejustafew.
The Guild has provided
ami~us briefs and presented
conferences relevant to current
political lep.l needs. Workshops
have dealt with racism in the
law, tenant law useful for tenant
organizing, Military and
( continued on paae ten)
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A
By Mark Lillenstein

Note:
Several weeks ago th e first part of an
article proposing a comprehensive course
in legal medicine appeared in th e
Opinion. It included a request /hat
students fill out and return an interest
card if they agreed with the thoughts
expressed in the anicle an</ wou ld enroll
in such a course. The cards were available
for a 36 hou r period and in that time all
but 4 were filled out and returned (those
4 having been appropriated by unknown
agen/J.) The representation was evenly
destributed among the three classes and
indica tes a surprisingly high level of
interest in such a course. The writer
wishes to thank th ose who took the time

to fill out a card and apologizes to those
who wanted to respond but found no
cards left. Appreciation is also expressed
to th e stoic soul who deposited th e
mangled piece of ace bandage bearing the
smudged inscription that he was bein~
held prisoner in a local orthopedic ward.
Following is the second part of th e
article, aimed at providing the reader with·
some indication of just ho w the specialist
in legal medicine pursues his practiCe. It is
an abstract of a paper originally prepared
for a seminar by the writer out of a
continuing interesl in th e subject after
having spent his pre-Jaw school existence
in the medical sciences. Presented is the
anatomy of preparation for a professional
n egligence action, together with an
011erview of this subject, on th e
assumption that it is the portion of the
fi eld most familiar to the reader.
However, it should be strongly noted that
such litigation may well comprise only a
small portion of the practice of legal
· medicine, and that the general principles
of adequate preparation remain constant
throughout the field, regardless of
whether the specia/is, in legal medicine is,
representing th e plaintiff or defendant in
any given action.

SCOPE AND STATISTICAL BASIS OF
THE PROBLEM:

The body of knowledge and technique
at the command of today 's physician
tends to compel us all to view with awe
and respect our highly train ed
contemporary healers. It is this tendency
toward awe and respect by the lay
community w'hi ch may sometimes
insulate the medical profession from
recognition of the human characteristic
of error. However, such insulation seems
to be deteriorating. The once-rare
professio nal negligen ce suit is now
becoming more common. The American
Medical Association has even made the
dire prediction that one-fourth of all U.S.
physicians will be sued for malpractice
before the end of their careers. Those
most likely to be affected are
neurosurgeons, orthopedic surgeons,
plastic surgeons, anesthesiologist~,
obstetricians, and general surgeons. 1
"'To some degree, the increase in
malpractice suits is a by-product of
medical progress. 'The success of modern
medicine has led many people to expect
the perfect result all the time.', says
A.M.A. General Counsel Bernard Hirsh.
'When they don't gel the perfect result ,
they consider it negligence.' Others blame
the increase on a health care system that
takes the patient out of the hands af a
family doctor and places him in those of
a apecialized stranger. They point out
that while people rarely sue physicians
they know and• trust , they often sue

opecillistl." 2
The picture painted _by the medical
community and some segments of the
pn,a tend• to create the impression of a
burae<>IIUII field of easy money for the
IUit-ltappy patient and his eager lawyer.
While it ui understandable that no
lndlridiw professional, or professional
poup, finC:11 it ple~sant to admit error,
the guestion remams as to how well
founded the claims of an "epidemic" of
cottly malpractice awa.rds may be. ·In a

PRACTicAl

much cited recent article Senator
Ribicoff indicated that between 30 and
38% of the insurance companies' costs of
professional negligence suits goes to the
ptaintiff, that from 15 to 35% goes to the
plaintiff's attorney, and the bulk of the
money - from 27% to 55 % is taken by
defense attorney fees and defense
investigation costs.3 He also cited high
percentage in Creases • in malpractice
premiums, implicitly connected with the
high cost of professional negligence
actions. Senator Ribicoff noted premiums
for surgeons in Utab and Los Angeles of
$3900 per year. The actual cost on a per
patient basis will be treated in later
discussion , but direct communication
with the insurance company which
underwrites the vast majority of medical ,
professional liability coverage in New
York State produced figures somewhat
less striking than those presented by Sen.
Ribicoff. The total cost of .professional
neg]igence cases closed by this company
during 1969 (not limited to N.'Y. State)
came to $4,865,490. Of that , the cost for·
legal defense, ou tside investigation,
physical exa minat i on, expert
co nsultation , court fees and court
s tenographic expense came to only
$699,660 or 14.4% of the total. Thus
85.6% of the total cost went to injured
patients and their attomeys. 4 The average
premium for surgeons in N.Y. State in
.1969 was S IO00 lo $ 1500.5 Whether the
true picture lies in the figures presented
by Senator Ribicoff citing what appear to
be extreme examples, or those supplied
by the insurance company contacted is
not easily settled . All would agree ,
however, that both the number of
profess ional negligence actions and
insurance premiums are rising. But is the
increase due to an increasing rate of suits
initiated; a result to be expected from a
natural in crease in population coupled
with a Hchanging im age" (real or
imagined) of the medical profession?
A study of the pertinent statistics
would indicate that the medical
professional negligence suit is not a "sure
thing" for the plaintiff by any mean s, and
char'lces of success certainly do not seem
to be very great. A national magazine has
stated that " lawyers now reject nine out
of ten malpra ctice cases on the grounds
that they are unjust ifiable. Most of those
they do take are settled out of-court. Of
those that go to trial physicians win at
least two out of three."6 This summary
correlates quite well with the data
availab le. A survey by the writer of the
Citation (a professional negligence and
produ ct liability reporting periodical
published by the Office of the General
Counsel for the A.M.A.) established that
of the pertinent U.S. cases reported as
reaching the courtroom in 1970,
approximately 70% ended in verdicts for
the physician.
The ,question then arises not only as to
why most of the suits are rejected ; but
why, of those that are initiated, so few
reach the courtroom, and less than one in
three of those are successful efforts by
the plaintiff's attorney. The d"nswers may
be understood i£ one realizes that only a
very competent professional in the field
of legal medicine truly stands a good
chance in the courtroom. 'J'he primary
purpose of the following pages is to
attempt to indicate why that is so in
terms of ·how the practice of such an
attorney is cond ucted.

ATTORNEY MEETS CUENT:
Perhaps the best way to appreciate the
intricacies involved in the arduous
pic,paratory technique employed by the
colTlpetent, experienced specialist in legal
jnedicine is to follow his progress from a
chronological vantage point.
The first pr.oblem encountered by the
attorney is the initial intervJew (often
several hours Iona) of the potential client.
This is without question the most
important single event in the course of
the entire procedure, for on this interview
will depend the attomev's ·decision

whether to proceed any further. He must
appraise not only the rough medical basis
of the client's claim, but he must also
make an accurate assessment of the
potential client ' s personality and
psychological status - .aimed not only at
determining what kin'd of courtroom
presentation he will make (as any
attorney does with any client) but more
importantly , he must determine why the
patient w.ints to sue the doctor. It is
common knowledge that many people
throughout history have held the

Look
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member of his family) has been
maliciously injwed by a "quack". His
motive appears to be revenge , spite,
punishment , and sometimes a
combination of frustration, greed , and
jealousy. This is the client who is
unpredictable. He may fabricate stories,
he may try to run the lawsuit himself,
and in extreme cases, may take it upon
himself to personally harass the
defendant doctors and hospitals. The real
tragedy with such a client is that even if
his case does have merit, the nightmare
potential will influence a negative
decision by an attorney who believes in
handling a lawsuit on its merits, on a
professional levCI (and who will never file
suit naming "Dr. Jones, M.D.", but only
"J. Jones").

DIGGINGIN:

·

Fried

physician to be a guarantor of his work ,
but that attitude has not held a,ny legal
prevalence. lri recent years, however,
more pe9ple seem to be willing t~ seek
co un se l if an operation or other
procedure produces a result which was
not anticipated ar full understandable (a
phenomenon which by itself in no way
indicates negligence on the part of the
doctor). It has been suggested that a
substan tial contributing factor to this
shift in attitude has been the changing
image of the doctor from that of the
fatherly old family physician braving the
eleme nts any time o f day or night to that
of the successful super-businessman who
has office hour.; three days a week, is
unreachable by telephone, has never
heard the term "house call", ar.d can
often be seen on his w31 to the golf club
or to his forest retreat. 8 This changing
image has caused the A.M.A. definiie
concern in recent years, especially since it
is not difficult to hypothesize a causal
relation between a strengthening of the
. impersonal "businessman'' image and a
rise in freq uency of professional
negligence actions. People don't sue
faniily doctors if a cure doesn't work they do sue a businessman if his
performance is less than expected. The
statement (in 1963) by A.M.A . president
Milford Rouse that " health care was a
privilege and not a. right of the American
people" certainly did not help the
situation. 9
r

CLIENT MOTIVES CONSIDERED:
The client may be motivated by such a
breakdown of the physician-patient
relationshipj he may also have read any of
the numerous r ece nt articles in
newspapers and magazines which
constantly raise a clamor about the
" malpractice racket" and characterize it
almost as a get-rich-quick scheme by
citing a few odd "million dollar plus"
awards (most of which are subsequently
appealed and overturned - a fact
curiou sJy left out of the reports). Many
of these factors can influence a person to
institute a lawsuit. However, the client
that an attorney must be particularly
aware of is the potential psychotic. This
is a person who just wants to sue a
doqtor. He may want to do this because
he feels he (or more commonly, a

Once the attorney h as determined that
the client is honest and forthright, he
·must acquire as much information as
possible about the current problem and
, all past ~edical history of the injured or
deceased patient. This means an accurate
account must be obtained of the entire
medical background of the patient as well
as a list of all past treating physicians and
dates and places of hospitalization. It is
imperative that full · medical records be
obtained of the entire medical
background of the patient as well as a list
of all past treating physicians and dates
and places of hospitalization. It is
imperative that full medical records be
obtained and reviewed by the attorney to
avoid any surprise defenses based on past
problems being causally linked to the
current disease or treatment. (If a past
medical problem can be shown to have
contributed to the present result, the
claim that the result stems from the
defendant's · negligence may be fataUy
weakened).
Each physician must be sent an
aulhorization, request to review his files
and request for a full report to be
forwarded to the attorney. (Cooperation
on the part of such physician is assumed
here , but it must be borne in mind that
this is not always to be expected. Some
may tum out to be far more cooperative
with the defense reque~ts than with the
plaintiff's requests if they suspect a
professional negligence action in the
making.)

BASIS IS ESTABLISHED:
The next hurdle is acquiring all the
hospital charts and records. (Discharge
summaries will not suffice, since they
often have a way of omitting certain
important information vital to a
comprehensive evaluation and opinion.)
If the injured or deceased party had been
an inpatient in a hospital for more than a ,
week •or if the treatment was lengthy or
complex, with lab work, -surgery anti
consult.ations, the chart may be expected
to run between Z0 and 150 pages, with an
average of about 75 for a stay of a few
weeks. 1 0 Once the attorney has all of the
pertinent records and reports, he must,
on the basis of his general medical
knowledge and h.is office medical library,
make an initial determination of merit.
He must also be alert for complications
raised by statements in the medical
charts. If the case still appears 0 clean",
the next vital step is a search of all the .
pertinent medical literature. A cofflJjetent
specialist in legal medicine knows that
before he can profitably· confer with
expert consultants, or even consider an
examination-before-trial, he must know
as much or more about the particular
field of medicine involved than the
physician himself does. He must know all
of the literature concerning the research
in a given field; he must be-prepared to
challenge, on 1cientific rather than legal
grounds, not only the basis of statements
by the defendant, but of his own experts
as well. (If he cannot do that he will not
know where his own strengths and
weaknesses lie. For th.is reason it is
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necessary that · the attorney be familiar
with all of the medical libraries and
services (computer search, etc.) available
in his area. He may spend several weeks
researching a complex case, but at the
very minimum. several days must be
alloted for preliminary medical library
time .

,.

When the attorney has completed his
library work, he will be welt versed in the
body of scientific knowledge available to
the defendant physician (and other
expert witnesses) but he will still be
unprepared to evaluate the clinical
performance of the deftmdant. No'matter
how skilled the attorney rilay be in the
scientific knowledge of any given area,
the only person who can answer as to
how that knowledge is commonly
utilized, is a practicing physician. (Even if
the attorney had his M.D., he would still
be lacking in adequate practical clinical
knowledge.) It is therefore also
imperative that before an attorney makes
the final decision as to whether or not to
accept a client's case he must confer with
his own experts to determine the current
standard of care for the procedure
involved. It may turn out that in light of
the research available, all the doctors in
the community are performing a given
service at a level of care that is really
negligent. However, if all do it that way ,
the case still may not be hopeless, but it
will certainly not be easy, and the
attorney must be prepared for the likely
event that a "proper standard of care"
defense will be raised . The attorney's
primary purpose in consulting his experts
is therefore to discover any defenses
which might be raised based on clinical
practices and judgement and to explore
possible avenues of attack on those
defenses. (After such consultation the
attorney may well decide that the case'
truly has little merit •and he may make
the decision to proceed no further, or to
cfiscontinue against a particular
defendant.) The attorney, regardless of
the ultimate decision he reaches, must be
well versed in the field so as to confer on
a professional leve l and be sure he has
developed every avenue of approach. He
must bear in mind that adequate
scie ntific knowledge is extremely
important so that he may be protected
against accepting any broad or poorly
based statement even from his own
expert, since chances are that this iS an
expert for consultation only and that he
wilt not agree to go into court to
s ubstantiate his position against a
defendant local medica l man. The
attorney must get the most from well
grounded answers now , or he may find
himself on quicksand in the courtroom .
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investigates the background of the
physi~ian (education, experience, past
laws1uts, etc.). This is followed by a
general review of the case and
consultations with the defendant and the
con:ipany's experts. The list of experts
available to the defense is, of course,
almost as long as the list of members of
the American Medical Association and is
the big gun of the defense arsenal. (If the
attorney can keep the defendant from
making any definite admissions or (in
N.Y.) from recognizing any books or
authorities, the defense case is much
stronger and rests on a parade of experts
for the defense testifying that the
defendant exercised a proper standard of
care in his treatment of the patient and
the untoward result was either
unavoidable or a result of a mistake of
judgement.) The insurance company and
def~nse attorney rely, justifiably, on a
choice of paid specialists in each field to
supply all the basic knowledge plus
up-to-the-minute information on clinical
techniqqe.

MOST VITAL LINK:
The next big challenge to the
plaintifrs attorney is to prepare an
accurate , probing and productive
e xamination -before•triaJ. Taking the
defendant· doctor's deposition is
absolutely the most vital link in the
plaintiff's case. "There is no room for
~~:~=~~f~ firing from the hip or taking a

DEFENSE VIEWPOINT:
• It may now be seen that the
pre•litigation procedure for the plaintiff's
attorney is a very complex business. How
does the defendant's insurance company
proceed •in protecting its client's
interests? (While it is extremely difficult
to determine precise procedures utilized
by the insurance: firms and the counsel
they engage, a general picture of the
defense counsel technique was
constructed from communications with
the legal departments of several
companies.) 11 The defense counsel
retained by the insurance company first

It then becomes essential for the
attorney to trace and if possible, acquire
all the indicated sources and authoritative
texts. Hopefully , such sources will
contradict the very standa.rd of care
rendered by the defendant - or may
strongly recommend precautions which
he apparently ignored. At this point the
attorney will be in good position to check
further into the background of the
defendant. More library time must be
allocated to acquire all of his previous
publications, if any, which might
emphasize contradictions in his
testimony . After such study, the attorney
should be ready to proceed to a second
conference with his expert consultants to
gain their advice and opinions as to strong
and weak points apparent from the
depo s ition transcripts. If the oral
deposition has been effective, the defense
will sense that their chances of success in
a courtroom with this particular
defendant may be less than desired , and
preliminary negotiations for out-of-court
settlement may be expected. Such offers
are rare in professional negligence suits,
however, except in glaring cases of
negligence. (It shou ld be noted that most
professional liability policies contain a
provision requiring the consent of the
defendant before settlement may be
agreed upon. Many doctors who feel
wrongly accused or are loathe to admit
error, will prefer to take their chances in
court, knowing full well that there the
odds are heavily in their favor.)

from his expert, it must be arranged for
the expert to be present early, so that he
may hear the testimony of the defendant
and note his demeanor before making
final preparations for his own appearance
on the stand.
Resolution of the question whether or
not an operation or treatment as
performed was proper and in accordance
with the requirements of professional
skill relies upon the evidence of experts
who have special knowledge of such
subjects. Thu s, in a professional
negligence case, the plaintiff must prove
by a member or members of the
defendant's own profession, the standard
of care or skill ordinarily used in the
practice of that profession, since they
alone know such standard. The testimony
of another physician is therefore
necessary to help the judge or the jury to
so undly appraise the defendant's
performance .. In fact, "it has been held in
the great majority of malpractice cases
that there can be no finding of negligence
in "th~ absence of expert testimony to
support it. " 1 5 (It should be noted that
the attorney mu st be certain that the
doctor to be engaged is indeed well
qualified for the job. The attorney will of
course have to research all or the man's
qualifications, previous publications and
courtroom experience and discuss these
with the expert prior to trial - again, to
avoid any last-minute surprises by the
defense, who may have numerous,
well-k nown authorities from the AMA or
the State Medical Society on call if
needed to attempt to discredit the
testimony of the plaintiff's expert.)

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST?

DECISION IS MADE:
If after· all the preliminary workup , the
attorney decides that the case has merit,
and chances of settlement or success in
court are good , he will then accept the
client and institute suit (providing, of
course, there is no statute of limitations
problem). It must also be remembered
that to afford the best protection for his
client, the attorney must sue all those
persons and/or institutions potentially
liable since in the final argument defense
counsel may assert that the injuries were
caused not by his client but by someone
else.
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A competent specialist in legal
medicine will carefully prepare each
question of the oral deposition and may
spend many full weeks on this task. The
· finished deposition may be composed of
several hundred questions, each precisely
worded so that a minimal response is
indicated. All possible responses to each
question will have been anticipated by
the attorney and based on any given reply
a single question or an entirely new series
of questions will immediately be
employed by him. This is the crucial part
of the preparation because the overall
picture and admissions gained from a
well-prepared oral deposition can be the
greatest lever available to the plaintiff for
an out.-of-cdurt settlement. Such oral
depositions, which may be several
hundred pages in length, will be required
of each defendant - and it is best for the
plaintiff if done early in the case, before
elaborate defense strategy has been
prepared. If the examination has been
successful, the attorney will· have gained
some information from the defendant as
to his competency, demeanor, scope of
knowledge , procedures used, and most
importantly, sources he recognizes as 
authorities or from which he received the
training he utilized in rendering the
treatment in question.

From such an overview of the
procedures involved in adequate pre.trial
preparation of a professional negligence
suit, it becomes readily apparent that
substantial expenditures of time and •
effort are mandated . At this point the
reader may be wondering about the
magnitud e of the financial burden - to
th e plaintiff, defen,se, physician in
practice and of course to the average
health care consumer. It is difficult to
·obtain , on a national scale, precise
answers to these questions. Therefore,
unless otherwise indicated the costs noted
in the following summary are typical of
current pre-trial litigation costs for the
Buffalo area.
It may be recalled that one of the first
steps taken by the attorney is the
procurement of all pertinent medical
records and reports. Physicians' fees for
such reports may run from $30 to $60
each , depending on complexity. (Some ·
physicians have been known to use one
page pre ~printed forms from
law-publishing firms on which they "fill
MAJOR HURDLE:
in the blanks" and agree to send the
report only after payment or a $30-$40
The plaintiff's attorney is then ready
fee.) The cost for copying hospital
to take the final step before certifying the
records for an attorney has been
case as ready for trial. This last step,
increasing steadily, even with the advent
though, may be the most difficult - and
of the Xerox. It is now (for the Buffalo
the most costly. An expert witness willing
area) generally $3-SS for the first page
to come into court and testify as to the
and SO cents to one dollar for each
negligence of the defendant must be
additional 1ide. (Many attorneys question
found . The witness must not only be
whether this high cost might be a special
courageous and perhaps even risk
consideration for them!) Thus, the
cancellation of his own insurance
a11erage
chart for a 1ingle hospital
3
1
but he must be knowledgeable
policy .
admission may cost fiom $40-$75 to
and convincing to the jury in addition to
duplicate,
and often runs as high as
possessing impeccable academic
S 150. 1 6 Since numerous doctors and
qualifications. The task of acquiring such
hospitalizations
may be noted in the
expert tet timony for the plaintiff is
patient's history, the disbursements for
indeed monumental and an attorney who
such
nec~ssary
items alone may run
does not command the respect of the
several hundred dollars (althoup the
medical profession may well find it
average is probably under SI00.) 1
impossible . (The depth of the
The next costs to be considered are
conspiracy of silence" on the part of the
those incurred in library research. They
medical profession is made painfully
of two types - copying of joumitl
may
obvious to the lay community by the
articles and rental of computer time. If
publication of competent surveys
no
computer
time is involved, the cost
indicating that the vast majority of
should be minimal - about S 10-$25 .
doctors would be unwilling to testify for
Following
his
own initial appraisal of
the plaintiff even if a colleague removed
the material, the; attorney then arranges
the wrong oraan during surgery!) 14
for consultation with his own experts-for
If the attorney is successful in his
their initial 'evaluation and clinical
search for the vital expert witness and if
(continued on page 8)
the plaintiff is to gain maximum benefit .
0
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appraisal Such expert consultations can
be free if the doctor is a close personal
friend of the attorney, but on a business
basis the cost runs S I00-$1S0 per hour.

sufficient (from a defense point of view)
to justify courtroom litigation and many
expert witnesses. The professional
negligence ins urance carriers must
obviously rely on premiums collected to
HARSH REALITY:
underwrite the cost of both defense
litigation and , where the plaintiff is
At each step from the initial interview
successful, the actual damage awards. It is
through consultation with experts, the
logical that the burden o r paying for such
harsh economic realities of the case must
prentiums will ultimately fall on the
be constantly borne in mind by the
health-care-seeking· public. The loud
attorney . He must determine if the
voices raised by some members of the
damages to the patient as a result of the
medical profession and by the insurance
aUeged negligence of the physician justify
industry often cry out that the public is
the costs of a sui t. Is the potential
being milked to support a startling
recovery balanced by substantial amount
increase in insurance premiums. It is only
of legal, medical and court costs and '
natural to seek a m0 re precise definition
of the actual cost to the public. (It should
worth the time and trouble both to the
also be understood that many classes of
client and the attorney? What happen s if
physicians may have their fee schedules
the verdict is· in favor of the doctor? Can
supervised by local boards, and cannot
the client (and more probably the
elhically pass on the burden of increased
attorney) afford to spend so much to
insurance costs to the patient. For these
collect an equal amount or less (and lose
practitioners, the sting of rising
the whole thing if the suit fails)? Jn
malpractice premiums is more intense.)
effect, the attorney mu st decide what the
Professional liability insurance rests, as
case is worth and balance that possible
does any insurance program, on the
gain against certain disbursements .
theory of many consumers each paying a
Should the attorney, after his lengthy
little, so that those few unfortunate
and comprehensive initial appraisal,
enou gh to sustain a loss may recover at
believe that a truly meritorious cause of
least part of that Joss. (Few object to this
action exists, he may institute suit. Costs
theory in term s o f homeowners, life,
involved fo r this procedure are minimal if
disability
, or fire insurance, but for some
the case is local, but if the suit must be
unexplained reason , many seem to feel
commenced out of state, resident counsel
antagonistic toward its application in the
mu st be obtained. Fees for this range
realm of professional negligence.) While it
from flat rates of several hundred dollars
may be true that an annual premium of
to a percentage of any recovery .
(Out-of-state suits will also involve
S 1000 - $3900 for a general surgeon
su bstantial transportation and deposition
seems quite a bit to pay, it should be
or interrogatory expense which will no t
borne in mind that he sees many patients
be consid ered in this paper.)
a year and a per visit c0st might be the
It mu st be strongly emphasized th at
proper perspective from which to view
almost all ·or the costs mentio ned above
the actual burden to the public. Using
Senator Ribicoff's own ex treme example
must be borne not only by the plaintiffs
attorney, but, should suit be initiated, by
or the $3900 premium paid by a Los
Angeles general surgeon, "his per patient
the defense as well. Such d°uplication of
costs is one of the primary reasons for
cost for malpractice insurance jumped to
in creased insurance premiums and when
85 cen ts this year .. . " 18 The cost to the
patients of a New York surgeon paying a
resulting from an unwarranted lawsuit
underJines again th e urgent need to
premJum of S l000 per year .would, on
discourage unqualified attorneys from
the same basis, be about 25 cents per
visit. A . cost of 25 cents, or even several
undertaking, and prematurely initiating
such legal actions.
: dollars. would seem to be a small price to
pay for iitsurance in view of the potential
Once suit has been commenced , the
magnitude of disaster which a surgeon's
def e n se will request , a nd get,
negligence could cause the unfortunate
authorization for an examination of th e
patient. (Is a few hundred thousand
pJaintiff by their own doctors for their
dollars ever adequate compensation for a
appraisal as to damage , permanency , etc,
young person doomed to a Ufe time of
Cost of such an examinatio n usually runs
total disability -and pain resulting from a
under SS0 and is borne by the insurance
company :
faulty technique or improper use of a
knife?)
When the suit has advanced to the
point where oral depositions have been
taken , the next big cost factor (again, for
TODAY OR TOMORROW:
both parties) is encountered . Cost of the
tran scri pts, which may well run to several
After a thorough consideration of the
hundred pages in length, averages S300 to
actual costs of professional negligence
$500.
litigation to the plaintiff, defense, and the
If it becomes necessary for the suit to
public, it may be seen that the current
proceed to the courtroom, and expert
si tuation is not really as critical as some
witnesses must be engaged for trial, the
would have us believe. The main concern
mo s t substantial expense mu st be
should be not with the present, but with
considered by the attorney. (Precise
the future . What is the real effect of
figures could not be obtained as to cost
professional negligence litigation? It is'
for such experts to the defense, but it is
here that the importance of Senator-,
assumed to be quite a bit less than for the
Ribicoff's conclusion may be stressed. He
plaintiff, since testimony for the plaintiff
noted that ..at prestJlt, it appears that no
is very difficult to procure and those
one affected by the rise in malpractice
physicians willing and able enough to be
suits and claims has been able to deal
subjected to the rigors of the courtroom
with this problem in a manner that
while challenging another physician and a
promises to aUeviate"the situation.'' 19
fonnidable array of experts are few and
" UNNECESSARY" TESTS BY
- far between.) The expert will most i;urely
not be a local practitioner, and th e
''GUNSHY" DOCTORS?
'plaintiff (or his attorney) must recognize
that the expert's travel expense, living
In some of the interviews with
expenses and courtroom fees will be
members of the medical profession, a
substantial. Should the expert have lo
strongly defensive attitude became
spend 'two (or even more) days in court
apparent. Numerous physicians cited two
b.ia fe~ for that plus travel time can easily
major areas of concern. They. first
nan SI 500 lo $2500, depending upon his
pomted out that the publicity about the
qualifications, ability, and lime spent.
problem coupled with their own
increasing insurance rates tended to foster
WHO PAYS TifE BILL?
the creation of the "aunshy" physician.
They found themselves and associates
It inay now be aeen that considerable
practicina more defensive medicine;
expen• ranainl from several hundred to
refusina to take patients whom they
eevenl thousand dollars may become
know to have had prior malpractice
neceaary before the conclusion of
litigation or who were not referred to
Jitl11Uon . Tbe defense may incur
them by trusted coUeagues. They also
claimed to be ordering more tests which
IOIDOWhat . . ., - · than the plaintiff,
but theae too, may be considerable if the
previously were not routinely ordered
defen• bellen1 the merits of the case
(and which they therefore termed
0

Hunnecessary"). They indicated a belief
th at such tests accounted for needless
extra expense for the patient and felt the
results were often "confusing". The more
dangerous diagnostic procedures were
likewise not being employed as often.

CONTINGENT FEE
POCKETBOOK QUESTION :

-

THE

A second major area of concern was
financial. The physicians unanimously
decried the contingent fee as the source
of most of the evils of the malpractice
problem. They were under the distinct
impression that such an arrangement
encouraged unscrupul ous attorneys to file
unbased nuisance suits as a means of
quick money. (Opinion here was
particularly pointe4 - and one could not
help wonder how many were aware of the
true picture of the benefits of the
contingent fee to the patient - and more
interestingly - how many physicians
would undertake an extremely complex
operation or lengthy cure with an
agreem ent to charge only if successful.)
The results of the physicians• attitude
toward the contingent fee have been
summed up by Eli Bernzweig, (Special
Assistant for Malpra ctice Research and
Prevention , U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare) in his statement
that

Growing numbers of physicians blame
the increase in malpractice litigation on
the legal profession, pointing to the
contingent fee as the prime motivating
factor behind the majority of malprac..tice
s uit s. Th is theory has had many
unfortunate consequences. damaging
both to med ical practices as well as legal
processes. I ts essentially defensive
approach by prompting many physicians
to compromise their medical judgement,
or to refuse to testify in maJpractice
case,, or generally _to refuse to cooperat.e

hospitals, of course, claim they are
"non-profit" and that the large capital
outlay for the machinery must be
recovered.)
The true picture or the contingent fee
problem will disclose that even in
Cali f o rni a (where pr~miums for
malpractice insurance are the highest in
the nation) one bioker reported the
average professional liability payout
averaged $5333 in 1968, and other
sources reported recent average payouts
as ranging from $7000 to Sl3,000.21
"No attorney is getting rich from settling,
let alone trying, cases of this average
size . " .. Physicians forge t that the
contingent fee is contingent upon
winning, and losing costs the attorney
himself a lot o f money. There are time
costs in deciding whether or not to
represent a client, investigating the claim, ·
reading the legal and medical literature,
and conferring with physicians and
witnesses. Landlords, clerks, typists,
court rep orters, printers, and booksellers
have to be paid - regardless of how the
attorney may be wasting his time.
'Nuisance claim' settlements are not
profitable either, because malpract~·ce
insurance companies don't settle cases
with attorneys who have developed a
reputation for bluffing on weak claims.
Nobody can make a physician like the
contingent fee system in medical
malpractice litigation. But he could
~nderstand that the · system protects
many ph"ysicians from a lot of weak
malpractice claims if he will just
remember what the plaintifrs attorney
knows: that 30% or nothing is
nothing. " 2 2
The most important argument favoring
the contingent fee system is that without
it the average or poor client would find it
difficult and more probably impossible to
obtai~ counsel in an attempt to recover
even some or what may have been a
devastating human and economic loss
·resulting from negligent or incompetent
treatment at the hands of. a licensed
physician.
It would appear that · the physicians
attack on the contingent fee system is
well calculated . If such an attack succeeds
they will have achieved their goal since
professional negligence suits will be few
and far between - available only to the
rich.

IS REAL RESULT PROFESSIONAL
DISASTER?

Fri~

with the legal profession in matters
involving professional niedic31 liability.
They prefer to view the situation as a
menace to be avoided rather than a
professional responsibility to be squarely
confronted. 20
Some of the physicians who had taken
the time to do a little research into the
depth or the problem from both a
medical and legal point or view raised the
interesting point that perhaps this
"threat'' of professional negligence.action
w~s forcing a large portion of the
profession to admit many shortcomings
previously i&nored. Perhaps those
" unnecessary" tests should have been
done all along, and if the results were
confusing to the average physician be
might do better to admit his limitations
and consult specialists who were better
qualified to interpret laboratory data. It
miaht aJso spur' the long overdue
utilization of available automated
equipment which on a volume basis
reduces the cost of many standard test to
pennies, but are charl,ing the patients the
same several dollars that was billed when
the old, manual methods wtre uaed. The

It is sensed ·by the author that the zeal
with which some physicians respond .to
any mention of the professional
neglJgence problem may stem from a ·.
strong beHef that such a suit brands a
doctor as an incompetent, rather than as
a normal human being who in this
particular instance did his job in a
substandard manner causing compensable
injury to the '"c1:1stomer".
In one of the few retrospective studies
available to date, R.L. Wycoff, M.D. ,LLB,
found that of ail the physicians sued for
professional negligence in Connecticut
over a recent t<'n year span, the most
severe effects on the doctors were
subjective. Equal numbers reported a
drop in practice as reported an increase as
.i result. (CoUeagues in many cases
refened increased numbers of patients to
the sued doctor in order to bolster both
his ego aitd his practice.) No license
revocation or censure of any type was
i:.epbrted (whether the case was won or
Jost). There was no apparent change in
professional status, but a small number
did have to pay increased insurance
premiums.23
In the final analysis, the professional ·
negligence problem turns out to be not as
much a critical problem at the present
time, but shows the potential for future
complica-tions. If the professional
ne&li&ence action itlelf js attacked nther
than ita basic cauaes and abuses, the
health care consumer will surely be the
bi& loter in the lbna run.
WORDS 10 THE WISE - WILL WE

Ll!ARN?

The major causes of an increase in
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professional negligence actions may be
summarized as:
A. Breakdown in the physician-patient
relationship.
B. Breakdown in . quality of health
care.
C. Increased publicity by an often
uninformed press.
D. Activity in the field by unqualified
attorneys.
While it is not wiihin the scope of this

communication to treat each of these
causes in detail, a few words pertaining to

constructive

suggestions aimed

at

Ueviating future problems might be in
rder.
, Breakdown in the physician-patient
ationship
As long as medicine continues to
ecome more !==omplex and the need for
pecialization grows, it becomes more
ifficult for the physician to maintain a
ull personal relation:;hip with the
atient . However, there is no· reason why
specialist must be the impersonal
usinessman whom patients tend to sue.
everal doctors interviewed expressed
oncern that this part of the problem was
ot due so much to the nature of the
ecialists job, but might have a real basis
the type of personality becoming more
revalent in today's medical schools as a
sult of the sheer crush of competition
r admission. Medical schools, aware of
·s problem , are changing admissions
i te ria so as to admit more
ell-rounded", qualified students and
"nimize eX.clusive reliance on academic
erage.24
Breakdown in the quality of health

The problem here is basically
a-sided. On the one hand there is the
ost critical probleni of the scarcity of
r medical personnel. We are simply not
oducing enough doctors to meet future
mands. The blame for a scarcity of
ysicians has often, and apparently with
uch justification, been placed on the
otective practices of the AMA. The
sent AMA executive vice president,
. Ernest B. H0ward, claims AMA
ntrol on 1enrollment in medical schools
to "prevent a surplus of physicians
· g the depression , and that the
sent scarcity was not realized until
'67". 25 The fact remains that 50% of
It- qualified applicants to medical
hools are not accepted due to lack of
ace! 16 To head off future problems we
ply must educate more physicians and
pecially paramedical personnel. An
_erworked doctor may Well , be more
one to error than one functioning
der a moderate patient load.

The other side of the problem rests
squarely on the profes.!ion itself. The
licensing statutes of most states
(including New York) make no provision
for control of the quality of care
rendered by the physician. His license
may be placed in jeopardy if he
advertises, is convicted of a felony, is a
drug addict, or seduces a patient, but the
law says nothing about the kind of care
his patients must receive. There is as yet
no require;ment for periodic re-licensing
or re-education (the recently established
specialty of "family medicine" may grow
to be the one exception to the rule - a
giant step in the right direction). The
medical profession may have to accelerate
its recognition that the rate of growth
and progress, and increasing complexity
of modern medicine mandates
acknowledgement by the individual of his
limits of competency in any given field .
Uniform re-licensing and post graduate
training requiremepts may become
recognized by the profession as necessary
in the years to come.
C. Increased publicity by an uninformed
press.
Once there is overt recognition by
both the medical and legal communities
of the causes of the problem, and steps
are taken to correct them , a more
cohesive picture may be presented to the
press which would minimize the
incidence of sensational or alarmist
articles on a national scale. Once a
problem is welJ on its way to solution,
the press has a way of losing interest in it.
D. Activity in the field by unqualified
attorneys
Activity by such attorneys who lack
preparation or ability in the medical fie ld
leads to the initiation or numerous
non-meritorious suits - the bulk of which
would have been rejected by a competent
specialist in legal medicine. The waste of
money on initial defense and the amount
of ill will generated b:etween the
professions by this type of practice is
immeasu r eable, and ironically such
activity constitutes the same type
malpractice of which the le gal
community so often accuses the doctors!

"MALPRACTICE" DOES NOT MEAN
BAD DOCTOR:
It may now · be appreciated that the
actual cost of professional negligen·ce is
not only to be measured in dollars and
cents, but in terms of potential damage to
the future of medical ~are in the United
States. However, recognition of the
causes of the problem today mliy reap
huge benefits in terms of the quality of
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medical care to be available to
generations which follow: We all need to
work to eliminate the belief and stigma
that " malpractice" is equivalent to "bad
doctor". "Recognition that many, or
even most, unfortunate results are not
due to profe~onal negligence should not
obscure the fact that some are. One or
two below average acts in a life time of
good medical practice is an unusually
good average.
... doctors should stop being 'up
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Note• From, Elsea,laere
by Michael Montgomery

Brooklyn· Law School

Obiter Dicta

Osgoode Hall, Toronto

THE SOCRATIC METHOD AND A
RETROGRESSION TO STUDENT SUBSERVIENCE

NTROL OF STUDENT FEES
Our kin . in Sin at Brooklyn has achieved the
emingly impossible task of gaining complete control
ver the money exacted as student fees for the use
f its SBA and Student Organizations, with the help
f their Dean. Ah, wilderness were paradise enow. It
ould be nice if the students at Buffalo could do
the same and be free of the pettifogging fiscal
ureaucracy foisted on them by the Main Campus
nd Chancellor Boyer in Albany , particularly in light
f the demand by the Main Campus of tribute for
our use of their facilities , Which in fact few denizens
of Eagle Street actually use, and the additional
humiliation of being unable. Sports equipment bought
with student money without paying an additional
athletic fee ,

BALSA,
Black students at Brooklyn have formed a new
chapter of Balsa with the proposition in mind that
increased enrollment of Black law students was
essential for building a larger community of Black ,
Lawyers throughout the country. Twenty of the 1300
sludents presenlly enrolled at Brooklyn are Black. A
particular problem prea for consideration by this
newly formed group is the effect that the 60%
general attrition rate at Brooklyn will have on the
I ¼% of the student body which is Black.

Paul McLaughlin of this Canadian institution is
attacking the traditional approach to legal teaching
methods on the basis that it n.o longer is a useful
pedagogic tool. Initial emphasis is put on the fact
that the traditional one on one structure of the
Socratic encounter has been lost in large group
classes, ever more prevalent. His SCcond criticism
focussed on the fact that with such a large group
and limited time the faculty does not have the time
to draw out knowledge from the students in the
manner exhibited in the Dito or the Phaedo - it has
devolved to a putting in rather than a guided process
of extracting wisdom . McLaughlin's major criticism is
centered on the subservient mentality which the use
of this outdated methodology seems ·to engender in
the students who are subjected to it. He criticizes the
faculty for establishing them~ ·
as sanctified
masters to whom kowtowing and
rence are due,
rather than being partners in an inlellectual dialogue .
The imposition of such inequality, will result, this
writer feels , in 'the loss of any useful free-wheeling
give and take type of discussion. A secondary reason
for the problem is the attitude of first year students,
who lack sufficienl self-confidence to exert
themselves in opposition to the sneering browbeating
they allege themselves to be the victims of.

LENIN ON LAWYERS

.

Ttiis Canadian newspaper p~efaced a discu$iOn of'

the I;awyer's role in radical Canadian politics with a
quote from Lenin which may be amusing, however
out of context it was taken:
"Lawyers should be kept well in hand and made
to toe the line, for there is no telling what dirty
tricks th.is intellectualist scum will be up to."

Texas Low Fon,m
REJECTION OF LAW REVIEW

Uni.ersity of Texas

Carol Oppenheimer has rejected her invitation to
become a member of the Law Review at this
Southwestern school on the following basis: based on
grade from the first year, it encourages undue
emphasis on marks rather than on legal education
and promotes unhealthy competition among students
trying to garner for themselves the privileges of being
selected by the Review . It encourages the
demoralization of those who try but do not make it.
The method of selection belies the Review's puipose
as a legal journal because it is not designed to recruit
those best q,ualified to right. Students do not join
the Review because oi their interest in legal research
and writing, but rather because of the prestige and
better job opportunities available to those few who
do get selected. It is a closed, exclusionary institution
confined to a small minority. Its basis for selection
solely on freshman grade penalizes those who do nut
do well their •first year for the rest of their academic
career, and probably beyond. Miss Oppenheimer
suggests that it be opened more to the general
student body, and that it publish. any meritworthy
article submitted to it by any student, member or
non~member.
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NLG (continued from page five) ,Harlem Conference of Lawyers,
Selective Service law. techniques
the National Conference of
for trying a political case, and
Black La~ers, the Center for
Constitutional Rights and tti,e
new forms of the practice of
law. Recent Guild publications
National Lawyers Guild. Local
include ..Minimizing Racism in
members are also handling much
Jury Trials - the Voir Dire by
of the Welfare Rights cases in
this area. including the challenge
Charles Garry in the Huey
to the new New York State
Newton Case .. ; '"The New Draft
welfare laws. Other areas in
Law'" - a manual for lawyers
and counselors; '"Civil Rights
which local members are
and Civil Liberties Handbook";
particularly active include a
1
and the 1Guild Practitioner", a
constitutional challenge to the
bi-monthly theoretical•practice
Buffalo School Board prison
and news publication.
reform, etc.
'
The Guild has also
In the future the two local
attempted to deal with the
chapters intend p~ojects in such
problems of professional eliµ.5m
areas as health care and health
and sexism in .t he legal
workers, legal resources for
p_rofe~sion . ~orkshops and
community groups, law school
reform, the publication of
discussions at the August 1971
"street sheets" on tenant rights
convention included these topics
and Guild men:ibership was
high sch oo 1 right s:
expanded to rnclude legal
demonstrations, and arrest and
workers and ..jail house"
arraignment, tenant unions and a
lawyers.
regional newsJetter.
The local chapter is you ng
The Local Oiapter
and the amount it does will
depend upon the commitment
of progressive lawyers, law
In September 1971 a local
students, and legal workers. The
chapter of the Guild formed. In
National Guild has made the
addition a Student Chapter was
following commitment:
'
established. Guild members were
.. As moveme'lts for radical
among t.he first to come to the
social change expa nd and grow,
defense of the Attica inmates.
Th e c hapter spon·sored a
the Guild will be there utilizing
d e monstratio n the afternoon
its experience and skills as new
areas o f struggle develop, and
that the massacre occurred, in
the Guild will go on organizing
cooperation with the Buffalo
and training lawyers, law
Right s Action Group. Guild
student s and legal workers to
members se t up and have been
mee t the ever increasing
operating the local office of the
Attica Defense Committee (816
demands for political legal sk ills.
Prudential Bui lding) . The
The GuiJd will continue as the
Committee ha s organized the
only organization providing
interviewing of over 200
geographical and generational
inmates, gathered evidence for
continuity and coordination to
affirmative actions, cases on
the efforts of lawyers, law
constitutional rights of inmates s tudents, and legal workers
and expected criminal defenses.
engaged in the movements for
change in this country ."
It is also in close touch with
co mm umty groups and the
You are invited to join in
priso ners. ln addition it is
this commitment and struggle.
coordinating the work of
The chapters wilJ be holding
member Jegal organizations, a joint meeting on November 2,
including the American CiviJ
1971 at 7:30 PM at l027
Liberties Union , the legal Aid
Lafayette Avenue in Buffalo.
Society of New York , the
You are invited to attend.

Concerned law Students

Placement Newsletter Started
by Rosalie Stoll
Larry Zimmerman of the
Concerned Students announces
the formation of the "Legal
Action Newsletter' \ a
publication aimed at the
compilation of available projects
in the radical, educational and
political spheres.
The reasons behind the
formation of this newsletter, Mr.
Zimmerman states, are thcd: ,
.. Most law students have very
little time available to become
involved in projects outside the
school and in recent years more
and more incoming students
have felt a desire to become
involved in such projects. A
result of this conflict has been
that many students never find

out about many projects that
they would have liked to work
in, or students find themselves in
projects they are not really
interested in for lack of
information about other
available projects."
Concerned Law Students bas
decided to remedy this situation
by a proposed biomonthly
compilation of available projects
in the radical, education, and
political spheres, and interest
groups in these same spheres .
Such listings will include "aides
needed for political campaigns,
research workers neerled in civil
rights groups and causes, legal
aides needed in community
groups, etc." Also proposed are
placement notices for firms, l~w
collectives, and community

groups,

when they become
available, and aa they are nelated
to the general purposes of the
Newsletter. CLS hopes to
establish a regular bulletin board
and an information collection
center at Shirley's desk.
The purpose of thia
newsletter is to provide the law
students with a more coherent
communication system by which
he or she can make a more
intelligent choice as to outside
activities. Larry Zimmerman and
Harry Hirsch will be doing most
of the work on this Newsletter.
For further informatio n ,
students may call Larry
Zimmerman at 881-4334, or
look on the bulletin board soon
to be olaced.

IC.lem

PAD Treasurer Richard Wein,tein helps serve the brew at the party in the lounge sponsored by PAD.
Also featured were ham and cheese sandwiches, a first for lounge parties.

Social Committee

Response to Criticism of the Blast
From the Social Committee, Jeff
. Spencer, John Anderson, and Dan Ward
In light of the criticism leveled at the
Social Committee in the last issue of The
Opinion we feel that the student body
deserves an answer. The Social
Committee is well aware that no matter
what type of party or event is held, some
segment of the student body will feel that
a different type of event would have been
more appropriate.
Initially we would like to thank Mr.
Fried and Miss Stoll for their criticisms
which prompted us to conduct a survey
of the student body to determllle the
general reaction to the September 24th
party and the type of affairs desired by
them . We realize that the goal of the
Social Committee is to benefit the entire
school not the interest of any particular
group . In the future the Social
Committee will attempt to conduct its
affairs with a view toward the desires of
the students as reflected in the results of
the surv'ey .
We will examine each criticism and
either refute, accept or ex.plain it. Since
the band was the foremost item discussed
in the questionaire as an area marked for
improvement it will be explained first.

The Band
In her article Miss Stoll states that
the band obtained for the party was the
.. rust" band contacted. This is only a half
truth. Two agencies were contacted
(Buffalo Festival Arts and Great Lakes
Booking). Great Lakes indicated a good
local poup probably could be found and
· would call us within a short time. Several
d1y1 paaed and nothing was heard. A
number of calls were ,nade inquiring into

their progress in procurring (there is that
word again) a band. Time was growing
short. At this point the band which did
play at the party was contacted. They
gave us a firm commitment al a low price
SI 00 with the stipulation they would
play tunes from the 60's as well as
contemporary sounds. The band failed to
live up to their promise. Needless to say
they will not be lured again.
Miss Stoll also stated in her article
that the "music" was so loud. "it was
impossible not only to talk but to
dance." We agree that the band was too
loud. Her observation that it was also
impossible to dance to is questionable;
people were dancing and at one point
they took up half the hall space.

The Hall
The hall was next on the suggestion
list for improvements. Miss Stoll refers to
it as "decrepit." Although admittedly the
hall was not co mparable to the
Hearthstone Manor neither are our
finances. We think her description is very
unfair. Our survey allowed space for
criticism and there was not one other
person who criticized the overall physical
plant as such , though many suggested
specific improvements in the facilities e.g.
tables, chairs, lighting. Many people in
attendance commented very approvingly
of the facility , which cost the students a
minimal SS0 for the evening,
While it is true that a room might
have been obtained on lhe main campus
free, any beer purchased for parties qn
campus runs S40/ half keg, and must be
purchased through Food Service. The
price Braunschidle Hall charged was
$27 .SO/half keg. The same· party (7 kegs)
would cost $280 at Goodyear_ whereas

Braunschidel cost $242.50
(7(27.SOtSS0), we saved almost $40. In
addition F0od Service adds to their base
cost maintainence charges. The Hall was
chosen because it offered adequate
facilities at a competitive price
(comparable to UB and other halls
contacted last spring) was located on a
main street reasonably easy to find and
was available on a date thought to be
convenient for most of the student body.

"Procurring''. Young Ladies
After reading Mr. Fried's criticism .
that the Social Committee was
.. procurring" young ladies to come to the
party we were fearful that the next step
was going lo be an investigation by the
Buffalo Vice Squad. One suggestion made
in one of the questionaire responses was
the feasibility of establishing a
prostitution ring.
The members of the Social
Committee invited the single non-law
student girls to come based on a number
of premises. First, people at a party many
times like to dance especially if there is a
live band . Second, normally to dance one
must have a partner usually one male and
one female forming a couple. Thirdly, the
the excess of single male over single
female law students (2·20) we theorized
that there might be a problem for these
single males who were not manied or did
not bring a date. Lastly, the remedy for
this situation would be to invite single
girls to make up the difference in
numbers.
Thus ba~d on these premises we
invited additional single girls to come to
the party. (We estimate the additional
cost involved was $SO-including beer and

adverstising, not to mention the pretzels
they, "ripped off"). In the future
, unescorted non-law students will be
charged before they are admitted.
Mr. Fried states that a simple party
would seem to satisfy the sociaJ needs of
most of the law students." He implied
that this type of party was rather
immature and perhaps better left to
undergraduates.
0

While we , respect Mr. Fried' s
individuaJ opinion, we see no necessary
reason why law students were somehow
"above" enjoyment of a band party with
dancing and refreshments. The results of
our survey overwhelmingly affirmed our
above stated beliefs. In response to the
question "is this the type of party you
desire", 79% responded YES. We think
this clearly indicates the type of party
that meets the desires of most of the law
students.
In conclusion we would once again
like to thank Mr. Fried and Miss Stoll for
their criticisms which have spuned this
comm ittee into reexamination of its role
and the desires" of the student body in
thi,s area of law school life.
The affair held on September 24th
was the first social affair held this year
and we of course hope to improve on it in
the future. The feedback we have
received from the students who attended
the affair indicates ~at they had an
enjoyable time at the party and would
attend similar parties in the future.
Suggestions made for ilTlprovement· will
be utilized by the Social Committee in
planning and executing future events 1 in
the hope that an even greater mQ.iority or
the student body's desires will be
satisfied.
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SPorts Hudcle
by Alan Snyder

Hockey starts soon!

Shysters. Blu_d geoned
by Bu,.eaucracy
by Michael Montgomery
It was a fine bright day on
Wednesday the 20th, a day
sufficient to warm even the
cockles of an Eagle Street
Spartan's heart. The Shysters
. repaired to the Main Campus
to gird their loins for their
next combat against a hapless
University team, but in view
of their vaunted expertise and
the · needs of patriotism
decided to · embroil themselves
in a pick up game of baseball,
the national pastime born in
the fertile mind of Abner
Doubleday on the bloody
fields of Gettysburg. Minor
difficulties plague even the
finest of minds, and the
Shysters were without
equipment. Stu Revo wandered
into the Gym to garner the
necessary appurtenances to
engage in sport on the verdant
playing fields of Clark. The
first people he met kindly
directed this stellar sportsman
to th,e Equipment Room . The
characters entrusted with such
goodies demanded the
presentation of a student ID
card. Alas, poor Stu was not
endow~d with such a talisman,
and the local representatives
did not care that the · Law
School had not yet received
such item s . The Shyster
representative offered to tender
his old , ID card, his name
address and student number,
even his shoes - but all in
vain as he failed to sway the
stony heart of the clerical
person defending the student
bought equipment from use by
their owners.
Imbued
with an
ovel'Whelming wave of disgust
for the petty labyrinthine
minds of those who would

probably deny statue space for
constipated pigeons, Revo
made a grand exit. His eagle
glance espied a large window
half way up from the ground
floor adjacent to the
forbidding office which had
turned a deaf ea.r to his pleas,
he vaulted out in a ma.o ner
reminiscent of Johnny
Weismuller (unaccompanied by
stridualtions, albeit.)
Retiring with grace, the
Shyster receiver observed
approaching Bill Monkarsh, the
chief Baseball Coach who had
steered the Bulls to an NCAA
birth last season. A brief
interchange of greetings
established that Monkarsh did
inde_ed recogni 2.e Revo.
Mo nkarsh responded to the
supplicant's request for a ball
and bat with a demand for the
necessary but missing card.
The Coach's response to Stu's
disclaimer of possessing such
necessary items Was tttat how
would be know who Revo was
if he did not have an ID card.
Such a pronouncement after
previous evidence of cognition
seemed an incred.ible demand
on the part of a Blind
Burea-ucracy . A classic
rejoinder was forthcoming,
elegant in its denigration if not
germane to the offense...Don' t
you remember me, you yoyo?
I used to beat you at the
Racquet Club when I was
thirteen."
Our only suggestion to
using University Services is
that we wear 10 cards around
our necks like the detested
dog tags many of us were
forced to wear in what was
for most the winter of our
discontent. , Alternately, we
could have a reproduction of
said item on our foreheads
through the means of tattoos.

ANSWERS TO CROSSWORD NO . 2

Let there be joy once again in Mudville.
No, Casey has not come to bat, but the
Shysters are back. After a humiliating defeat,
the team got together and started playing their
brand of football, par excellan~- In their last
two outings they have scored a total of 38
points and have not surrendered a touchdown.
With only two league games remaining, the
,Shysters are almost assured a playorf berth for
championship play. Most of all, the young
lawyers want another shot at the one team that
defeated them. Upon waiting for that time , the
team has been having closed practices, watching
game films and working on new plays.
Playoffs are only around the corner . and
ttie team urges all to attend their games. They
play at 4:30 on Wednesdays at the playing field
near Clark Gym.
Even though the Great Pumpkin has not
come on the scene, everyone can tell that
basketball or hoop season is right around the
comer. The Law School has had in the past a
very good turnout for basketball. Anyone
interested in playing should get his or her team
lined up and entered into the campus league.
You may sign up in the basement of Clark
Gym. The Shysters walked away with that
league last year but this is a new season and
anything can happen so hurry and get your
team signed up.
The other league the law school plays in , is
the City's Municipal League. This is a feague of

amateur basketball players, mostly made up of
past college basketball players. The law school
has been in that league now for three yean
going under the name of "The Law." During
the last three years, "The Law has won the
championship twice, while coming in second the
only other time.
This year the team will be coached by Dan
Holley who starred for the Law two yean ago.
As a player coach he will bring much talent
and experience to the team.
Dan Holley takes over for Coach Steve
Larson who left his championship squad · last
year to take the reins of an expansion club in
Seattle, Washington. We all want to wish him
the best of luck.
This year's squad has returning two year
veterans Charles Davis, Terry Connors and Alan
Snyder. Also back are one year men Richard
Clark, Tom Parmelia, Jerry Soloman, John
Chaney and Lee Ginsburg. Some new faces are
expected to be in training camp this season,
one of them being 6'6" Jeff Thoepple from
Georgetown. Anyone interested in trying out
should see either Dan Holley or Alan Snyder.
Watch this Column for practice dates, which
should begin · soon.
How can we write a sports article without .
me ntioning our owner, Ken Joyce. Mr. Joyce
has controlling stock in thi,s club and usually
ha s a s ay in its play. Mr. Joyce , who
moonlights by teaching Tax at the Law, can
alway s be found at the Laws games cheering
them on to victory.
0

Crossword No.3

ACROSS
I. method (abbr.)
6. heat source
9. European Museum
14. NYC college
16. French composer
16. plant aubltance
17. soon
18. test one's strength
20. stinkers
22. the seven
23. Smith, et al.
24. breWI lea
26. soar
28. payment due
30. latest
34. word or scorn
36. type of cook
38. one type of race
39. 1tead
41. killed
43. Gallic name
44. f i r e _

46. &lump ovet
48. author's draft (abbr.)
49. crammed

61. garb

63. Okla. city
66. place
67. Mid-Eut inita.
60. golf llema
62. IOUp
64. New England city
67. wheel hub
68. _ _ _•visual squad
69. Louis et Charles
70. maddens
71. Gertrude
72. Sheep
73. Jane _ __

DOWN
L resort.a
2. Appellation for the AEF
3. reconnoiter
4. Hamilton Bill (1111111)
6. band.lhakers

,m

6. acull
7.
to the poor
8. Pullman berth
9. iron man
10. thine in law
U. THIN man•• dOf

12. spice
13. certain bills
19. precipitation
21. act of cutting
26. leave, by boat
27. pitcher
29. lalao (Span. )
31. word to Wataon
32. without (Fr.)
33. nautica ropet
34. pant (Scot. )
36. win1 (Fr. )
37. cornentlon _ __

40. abet
unmuaical46. refer to
Indian bronze coin ·
ezpired
nickname for boy or ai.rl
name on muc:h farm equipment
member of a ,wimmin&: team
67 . .Javaneee tree
68. in _ __
69. tn,elled by car
61. winier altht
63. _ _ _ majeaty
66. hour•on a Roman clock
67. .French company (abbr).
42.
57.
60.
62.
54.
66.
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BullETiN
ESSAY CONTEST

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

The American Bar Foundation announces the
eleventh Samuel Pool Weaver Constitutional Law
E~y Contest. The subject this year is: "By what
means should constitutional questions concerning the
allocation of power between Cong:ress and the
President be determined?" All necessary instructions
and complete information about the number of
words, copies, footnotes. and citations may be
secured upon request to: Samuel Pool Weaver,
Constitutional Law Essay Program, American Bar
Foundation, U5 East 60th Street, Chicago, IHinois
60637.

The UCLA - Ford Foundation Program in
Planning and Environmental Control Law and the.
American Society of Planning Officials (ASPO)
announces the second annual competition to select
outstanding law student comments and notes on
urban planning, land-use, and environmental law .
Money awards are available. Persons or journals
interested in competing should forward one reprint
copy of the note or comment as soon as possible
after publication to each of the folJowing persons:
Mr. David G. Heeter, Editor, Land-Use Controls
Service, American Society of Planning Officials, 1313
East 60th Street, Chicago, JU. 60637 and Mr. Donald
G. Hagman, Professor of Law and Acting Director,
Inst. of Gov. and Public Affairs, University of
California, Los Angeles, Cal. 90024.
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THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
INTERNATIONAL LAW
The American Society of International Law is
offering student membership in the society for $7 .SO.
Any one interested should contact the S.U.N.Y.
International Law Club, 77 W. Eagle St., or Prof.
Thomas Buergenthal.

INTERNATIONAL LEGAL CENTER
Overseas Service Fellowships for third year law
students and recent law school .g raduates are availab le
from International Legal Center, 866 United Nations
Plaza, New York , New York 10017 .

GRADUATE PROGRAM IN LAW

Belllng

The University ot Mississippi School of Law is
offering a Graduate Program which leads to the
d.egree of Master of Laws (LL.M.), Master of
C,omparative Law (M.Comp.L.) and Doctor of
Acience of Law (J.S.D . ). Scholarships an~
assistanceships are a,vailable. Application for
admissions should be made to Professor Stephen
Gorove , Director of the Graduate Program in La'w,
School of L.-w, University of Mississippi, University ,
Mississippi 38677.

BAR EXAMS
The Third Annual 1971-1972 Compilation of Bar
Examination Questions is available from In stitute for
Bar Review Study , 1651 Asylum Ave., West Hartford,
Connecticut.
·
North Carolina
Application for the 1972 Bar EX.a:mination· for the
State of North Carolina is now available for
distribution. Any interested may write to Mr. B.E.
James, Suite 406, J~stice Building, Raleigh , North
Carolina (Box 25850).

Indiana
The State Board of Law Examiners for the State of
Indiana has set dates of March 16 and 17 , 1972 for
holding the next bar examination. Third yea.r law
students and graduates interested may write to: State
Board of Law Examiners, 323 State House,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204.
'
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The American Bar Association has posit ions ope
for Student. Liaisons to certain ABA Sections an
Special or Standing Committees.
The Sections include: Family Law; Antitrus
Law ; Insurance; Negligence and Compensation La
International and Comparative Law; Legal Educatio
and Admissions to the Bar; Patent, Trademark a
Copyrig ht Law; Public Utility Law; and t
Ombudsman Committee of the Administrative La
Section. Persons seeking these appointments must b
members of that particular Section to be considered
The Standing an0 Special Committees include:
Legal A~istance for Servicemen; Legal Aid and
Indigent Defendants; and the Special Committee of
Housing and Urban Development Law.
Students interested in representing law students
in one of these positions should write a letter stating·
that interest, accompanied by a comprehensive
resume of laW' school activities including special
knowledge or expertise in a particular area of law. ·
He or she should not be graduating from law school
prior to June, '72. Letters and resumes should be
se nt t o Mr. Raymond E.Tyra, A~t. Director,
ADA-LSD, U55 E. 60th Street, Chicago, Ill. 60637.

Enquiries and applications are invited for the
position of Teaching Fellow in the Osgoode HalJ Law
School Legal Writing and Research Program. This
position offers full time teaching experience in one
of the most mod ern law facilities in the world. The
position carries a salary of $8500 for a ten month
period commencing July 1st, 1972 and ending April
30th, 1973. Adjustments in the date of
commencement can be arrangrd , if necessary.
Applications, , together with a curriculum vitae
and the names of three referees, should be submitted
by January 1st, 1972. Later applications can be
conside red if the positions remain unfilled.
Applications and enquiries can be addressed to:
Professor Brian Bucknall
Osgoode Hall Law School
York University
4700 Keele Street
Downsview 463
Ontario, Canada.

Pennsylvania
An examination for admission to t~e bar of the
Supreme Court of Pennsylvania will be held on Feb,.
1
23 and 24, 1972. Applicants may write State Board
of Law Examiners, David E.Seymour, Secretary, 1422
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19102.

nt of students with the ,
ht important courses. Thus
, ihe Freshmen would
from which they could
to acquire the substance

ABA STUDENT LIASON
POSITIONS OPEN

OSGOOD TEACHING FELLOWSHIP

Florida
The 1972 Florid a Bar will be administered Feb. 22
and 23 in Jacksonville. July 25 and 26 in Miami, and
Sept. 25 and 26 in the Tampa-St. Petersburg Area.
Interested persons may contact Mr. James B.Tippin,
Jr. Florida Board of Bar Examiners, Jacksonville, Fla.

(continued from page five)

POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIPS
Postdoctoral Fellowships in Afro-American,
American Indian, Mexican-American Historical, SoCia
and Cultural Studies for 1971-72.
Stipend: $10,000. Tenure: Academic Vear 1971-72,
Write to : National Endowme nt for the
Humanities, Washington, D.C. 20506

Some Seniors objected lo this la lier policy,
noting that many suffered from losing
professors replaced by inexperienced
practitioners in their freshman year , being
closed out of courses as Juniors because Seniors
have precedence, and now finding that even
though they now have precedence, if the
computer is programmed correctly, they still
cannot get the courses they want because the ·
fajRil1¥' -rneinbe,11, who ""'d ·oo te-cli 'l"em· ,are ·

now teaching Freshman, and the new Faculty
have little experience in fields such as estate
planning, future interests, of New York
Procedure.
Provost Schwartz terminated the discussion ·
with an examination, somewhat cursory, of the
possibility of teaching estate planning next
semester. Traditionally offered in the spring,
this course is unavailable because Prof. Mugel
has betn ,switched to Gratuitous Ttansfen.

